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." - .•-". ,-.•••:•••. ■■■ . ■ IlfTEODUGTION- • • .-.
..... •
Water hyacinth and alligatorwe.ed have .become a grave, problem in
the South.- Since'their introduction into-Louisiana in the latter part
of the 19th-century, these plants have established themselves in inland
Waters-of:all the South.Atlantic and Gulf Coast States.) and are invading
the Tennessee Valley, Arkansas, and'parts; of California.; : • .
1 "The'hyacinth forms floating mats that cover ponds and sluggish
streams.1 Alligatorweed not only forms similar mats, but invades marshy
•places, and is also able to grow on dry land* • floating weed mats hinder
navigation, • swamp logging.operationsr. and oil:development, interfere
' vrith"agricultural drainage and irrigation, and create a public health
•problem;-* Coverage of open waters, and blanketing' of marshlands by these
weeds cause untold losses to wildlife and fisheries.
'Control, of these aquatic pests is a problem of tremendous propor
tions.' Heretofore the U. S. Corps of Engineers has been the only agency
able to*carry on large-scale control" operations. These operations are
" concerned mainly- with* the" maintenance of -navigable channels. State and
private agencies have applied' control measures at. various, times in the
.past without" notable success • " Growths at- the heads of watersheds and. in
backwater swamps, lakes and marshes have not >een reached by control
measures previously employed, and these, sources of reinfestation quickly
nullify any clearance, of- adjacent waters." • •• •••: :
•" •* A' Resolution of' the .Committee of Rivers and ,Barbors. of the House
of' Representatives, Unite*d States, adopted .February 6* 19^5»• requested
that the Board of Engineers for' Rivers and Harbors review "-it-he existing
Federal Project for removal "of the water hyacinth,-1]. and directed that
the Fioh and Wildlife Service of the Department-pf .Interior-, the Depart
ment of Agriculture, and the Public Health Sexvice-cooperate with the
Board of Engineers in a joint investigation of. the problem. In response to
a request by the Secretary of War, -August 8, -19451 .the -Secretary of
Interior designated two representatives from the Fish and Wildlife Ser
vice • These representatives, Mr. Elmer Higgins and Mr. Arnold Nelson,
atteMed the initial meetings of the several cooperating: ..agencies, and
'accep-ted for =the Fish-arid-Wildlife Service responsibility for wildlife
• and fishery ipjiases of :the- study*-• *:. •:•-.. ....
Three specific assignments were given the Fish and Wildlife Service
as follows: ; (l). 'Determine-the exact nature and extent .of wildlife and
fisheries damage caused by weed infestation;- (2) appraise the. economic
losses brought about by this -damage; and (3) determine effects of weed
•control on wildlife and fisheries. ■ ' *;.: . •
This report presents our summarized information in synoptic form so
as to permit ready reference and. use by engineers and others concerned
with its immediate application in the control program. In addition two
appendices are presented to record in some detail various biological
information which would be lost by summarized treatment but which may be
of interest to investigators concerned with additional ecological studies.
'f . .;' 7 ' • ■■••• ORGANIZATION
:;:. :-w:r..Eield Committees -'were set up., in the South' Atlantic* Lower Missis
sippi Valley, and 'Southwestern Engineer VDivlsi oris. 33ach• Diyyi.si.on \
Committee comprised reprosSntatives-from the"several coopear^fang agencies,
wit/h the Division Engineer or his representative acting as.Committee "
Chairman. .Each Chairman-supervised .the field studies in his Division",
coordinated work of" cboperators, and assumed responsibility, for,pre-
pai:ation o£ 4.Division Conimi't-teq. report. ' : ••; . ;•:-,-.•
•■ ^ • • • "..•. •
.':l~ -.-.The..Fish and/Wildlife Service nameci Mr. W.* VT. Andorson/as "its ' '
representative, on the'Lower Mississippi Valley and Southwestern Division
Committees, and Mr. $U 0#:Smith on,the. South Atlantic .Committee.. TKeso
-xopresentatives attended the initial" Division Committee meetings and a
series.,.of public hearing's-.that were held subsequently by each Division
for the..purpose of gathering datsi, on the extent .and nature of the v;ater
weed-menace. • \ •■ -; * ' ■ ; •
pff Service Water Quality Laboratories at Columbia, Missouri, im
mediately, started a seriqs of laboratory tests to determine whether new
• •. :"herbi.cides used for hyacinth control were" toxic to fish. Be stilts'of
these tests were reported on May,.20, 19^-6.' Further, tests wbre reported
jointly by Mr. Joseph E. King of the Service and- Dr. William T/'Penfound
of ;Tulane University on May 20, 19^-6, and additional studies "By Dri James
. W. .Moffett >/er.e'repotted on July 21, 1946. ' •
; • Jield investigations were inaugurated by tl;e Ser\ricc in June,
undc^r the supervision-of Dr. Charles M. Mottley.": '.Wildlife Biologist
•Jqhn.J* Lynch, acting as-field leader, Maintained'liaison anfong'the
various cooperators,' coordinated Service field actiyitiqs, and conducted
• certain.' .wildlife studies. Earlier studies had alrpady proyided us with
a large amount of. data regarding effects" "of hyacinth, and- alligatorweed
;on; wildlife, further st^idy was., needed, however, on; effects of" new forma-
,genie herbicides on :wildlifo.food plants^ These investigations were
carried on in'cooperation-with Dr. Jtci W. zurBusg of Southv/estern
Louisiana Institute, and-.Service^personnel of the'Lacassine. and Sabine
National Wildlife Refuges- ' ".'. ; ' " •• . ■;• : •: .
. •• Aquatic Biologist Jos-eph E. King, stationed at ITew Orleans, was
responsible for fishery, studies .in Louisiana. 'Biologist Arthur L. Smith
was appointed to assist King. in.this work.1 : Aquatic Biologist T. K.
Chamberlain conducted fishery .studies in Florida with-headquarters at
the Belle Glade Everglades Experiment Station. •.••The;.fis.hery iiivestiga-
•tions. yprc. designed to show the reaction of fish and. o.ther aquatic life
both. tb;..weed infestation and to masses of dead vegetation left by weed
.control operations. "Many series of water-chemistry tests .were made,
accompanied tfhere possible by live-box tests using botft..hatchery and
nativa'fihyof' all species. •• .
Invaluable assistance has been rendered by the Federal agencies
cooperating in this study, and "by State and private agencies. .Among
the.-representatives of the Department of Agriculture, Mr* L. S. Evans
•helped materially in-our Florida studies, Dr. William T. Pcnfound, of-
'v fofed .data on. the "biology of vrator ■•weeds, and Dr. Fred ¥. zurBurg
assisted v;ith chemical problems.•-. The Department.* s Southern Regional
tLaboratory at Now Orleans prepared rdagonts for water determinations•
/Dr. £•• V. Allison, Director of the Everglades Experiment Station,
assisted Mr. Chamberl&in in every way, and made available to him the
facilities of that Station* Mr. Thomas C. Erwin, Chemist at the Station,
made the laboratory determinations of dissolved oxygen and hydrogen
sulfide for the Florida w.ork. Fishery studies of large—scale spraying
with 2,4-D were'..possible through the kindness of Mr. Ladar Johnson,
Engineer for the Everglades Drainage Dis-trict". The Florida Commission
of Game and Freshwater Fish furnished data on wildlife and fishery
resources of Florida, and its wardens'assisted in field operations-
Major James- Brown and Dr. James -IT. Gfowanloch of the Louisiana Depart
ment of Wildlife and Fisheries supplied data on wildlife and fishery
resources of th£,t% State, and reviewed our estimates on hyacinth damage
to fishing waters* Mr. Percy J. Viosca,' Jr. assisted in compiling
fishery data.'. The South Atlantic, Lower Mississippi Valley, and South
western Divisions of the Corps of Engine-ors, .axxd the? various Districts
under these1Divisions, offered every assistance. Mr.-William Wunderlich,
."Chairman- of the Lower Mississippi.Valley Division Committee, was par
ticularly helpful' in the .work- and arranged for spraying operations in
connection with fishery stu&iesr. The Shrimp Investigations Office in
Now Orleans* and the Federal Irish Hatchery at Natchitoches, Louisiana,
both administered by the Fish and V/ildlife Service, furnished office
and laboratory facilities, automotive equipment, and fish for experi
mental* purposes. • . • '....»;•'
' ' . : " ' EEPORT: OF FIIIDIN.&S . . - -. • .
• This report prosent.s the findings of the Fish and Wildlife Service'
with regard to:- (l) The nature and extent of damages caused by ob~
, noxious weeds to wil'dliife and fisheries; (2) t'he. economic losses brought
about by this damage; and (3) the effects of mechanical and chemical
weed control on wildlife and. fisheries. .-:"Other phases-of the water v/eod
problem, such as the'his.tory and extent of irife.stati011,..biology of the
plants, control methods, and public health' significance, have been in
vestigated- by 'thd-U.- S. Engineers', 'the Department' of Agriculture, and
the Public Health Service♦■ . • 4 - '
"I- . S-pecific Effects of Weed Infestation on'Wildlife and Fisheries.
Although this investigation is'concerned priniarily with the
vrat er^-hyacinth," the Congressional Resolution authorizing the
study directed also that "other marine vegetable growths11 be
considered* We wish to ;ppint out, therefore,.that alligatbrwced
can be as serious a.ra&haco", to wildlife as the water hyacinth,-
and^ thrives in cert alia.' blackish, muskr^t and • vaterf owl • marshes •:
whetp' hyacinth as'unable to .survive* Both plants are primarily
responsible for the damages reported here, but, certain other.;- ;"•
plants are dotrimental to. wildlife in varying degree. Among •::
these'are water primrose .(jussiaoa), and lotus (ifoluirfbo) in--
'Louisiana and Texas; water Lettuce (Pistia), .cow-lily 6t bonnets
(), >nd pickerelweed.- (Pontederia) in Florida, and several
()
gg), .
submerged aquatics such as bladdcrwort; Utricularia), coontail: •':
(Ccratophyllum), waterweed* (Heteranthera)-,- milfoil (Myriophyllum) j--:r
and Ca:bomba* The ^..plants have limited .value for wildlife, and -
• compete with more useful 'plants in addition tq obstructing navi
gation. . . .... - r ■ . .
1 • . Ecological effects of inf.estaticn» . • • • •■
a. " Dir.ect. effects* • .
Hyacinth, alliga-torw^od and other- waterweeds- rarely •
cause' immediate destruction-of wildlife, since birds and mammals
are able to move out of infested areas. .•• • :; •
::> '•• b. feffcefs oh. wildlife habitat and foods*. • ;
. Hyacinth and alligatorwced can utterly destroy •
wild!ifc. va:lues of the following types of habitat by blanketing
1 openy/ater'sind overwhelming/food plants. Unfortunately these '. -
plants thrive best'in rich waters that arc mosj) productive of .; •
wildlife. The native 'vegetation of these waters is unable to ••'••?
compete with the exotic invaders.
(l) OPEN LAKES. Valuable mainly for diving ducks such
as canvasbacks and scaup. Hyacinth and alligatorweed,'may not
completely cover large lakes, ,.t>.ut drifting mats tear up beds of r ?!
submerged plan'ts, and defoliate float ing-leaved aqi*atics such •■ \ -
as'^banana vfeiterlily, a very valiiablo ccmyasback f.ood-. High vdnds •
jajn" drift hyacinth mats against lake shores, overwhelming Tnar- •
ginal duck foods such as smartwecds.,. bulrushes, and d^ck p.otat.o.# " '•
".. ' ' ' "(2) \POUDS' hlTD EECLMATION XiVKES:. Important'as. rest
areas'for all ducks, and preferred feeding grounds for*.-^ingne/ck.
and ruddy ducks', pintail, gadwall, baldpate and scaup, and pond
coots. Hyacinth will, in time completely cover ponds, TUining/.- t>.
them f'or-wildlife. "'Partial coverage by v'reeds likevdse is serious,
since weed mats that may cover only l/lO of a pond will: drift.'
over remaining open water with changing winds, destroying duck
food.plants by occluding sunlight,, increasing turbidity, • and
uprooting.. "Drift mats of hyacinth, and. shore growths of alligator-
weed prbciude growth of desirable"marginal vegetation. This de
pletion of foods not only lowers wa.terfowl value of ponds, but
also aggravates competition between ducks and coots for remaining
foods*
(3) . MARSH SWALESr.. Many of our fresh and slightly
tracking marshes' ai*e Valuable for waterfowl only when well
" supplied .with openings in 'their dense vegetation^ Such openings
are attractive to mallards, pintail, tqal, and enhndn and white-
/ fronted geese. "Wading/birds, and fu£-bearers such as mink,
raccoon and otter also favor swale ponds• Hyacinth,, alligator-
weed and water primrose "blankest such areas,, often within a year
after introduction,'destroying/all vtildlifetfoods»
(4) SLOW STREAMS, CA1TALS,. ^ffi EOHROWPITS. These are
used-chiefly "by1- wood diicks and a few divers,' and certain fur
animals. Wildlife values of the sb"'waterways are not particularly
_ high,/but hyacinth and.alligatorweed.infiltrate through them and
.spread iiito^ adjacent ponds," swamps" anct marshes with .every high
/ '
• : /' . J (5) SWAMPS A$D SWAMP LAIfES..' Timbered swamps are
valuable for wood ducks,' and gtyainp lakes are ".utilized by all
swamp ducks including the mallard. Logging removes the tree
canopy qf sv/amps, and .immediately a rich ground flora, including
duck potato, grasses* and sedges, and a/brush understory in-
1 eluding such duck foods as button~T3ush, .water elm and water
pivet develops. Damming of swampy streams likewise .opens the
tree canopy 'Tby. drownirig some, timber. Unfortunately this same
factor that permits development of v/ilAlif0 foods also makes
possible the spread of hyacinth* Once the latter moves into a
swamp that has been opened up by logging 'or flooding, all vdld-
life benefits are immediately nullified.
■ * (6) FLOOD-BOTTOMS. These .are utilized by mallards,
particularly at times when the bottomland .daks produce a heavy
acorn crop* Deer, turkey, woodcock, and other forms of wildlife
also are found here. Spring floods move hyacinth into flood-
bottoms* These plants become stranded by subsequent low water,
but often remain alive in wet degressions that otherwise would be
valuable for waterfowl and woodcock*
(7) THE3 FHBSfi MARSHES. "The -fresh marshes of the Mis
sissippi Delta are valuable for geese, ducks and muskrats. The
maidencane (Panjcum) marshes of Terrebonne and Lafotirche Parishes
. produce a large crop of muskrats, and a similar marsh type in
southwest Louisiana'and Florida is- at-tractive for waterfov/l.
Hyacinth grows only in openings in the fresh marshes, but alii-
gatorweed can invade certain of these marshes and destroy them
"/ for'riuskrats and waterfowl. Aliigat orweed has brought about the
loss of much of the marsh of'the Mississippi Delta by preventing
proper trapping of muslo*atsr Unwrapped rats eventually over-
populated their habitat, used up' what food plants had survived
the infestation, and.ttien as a last resort undermined all other
' remaining marsh'vegetation including the Roseau Cane (Phragmites).
Much of this lOTd is ,now solid aliigatorweed, and worthless for
muskrais. " • . ^ '••••.
" ; ■■■•■■■•■ i!"-' :5 " ■"■ • ' ' "; '
(8) THE BRACKISH MARSHES. These are famous for their
contribution, to Louisiana's $1^5,000,000 annual fur crop, chiefly
nuskrats.: They.are .important likewise for "blue and snow geese
and many ;species of ducks and shoreblrds •. Alligatorweed, which
has a higher .tolerance for salt than the other weeds in question,
is nov invading, snail openings in "brackish marsh, thereby de
stroying them, for ducks♦ 'When it invades the marsh proper, it
will kill'off the foods: t>t" geese and muskrats.
c» Interference with''Natural Maintenance of Wildlife
' Habitats. . '• '
..Aauati.c environments are constantly changing. When
left undisturbed for long periods* their vegetation follows a
successional pattern that culminates, in a grassland or tree cli-
. max. 6ur coastal marshes are most*productive of vdldlife in their
lover successional stages• Jn climax, the wildlife food plants
of the latter q.re obliterated.
• (l)-.Nature periodically subjects climax vegetation to
f drastic treatment* Prolonged floods, hurricane tides, and
: severe droughts with attendant fires all serve to remove worth
less clinax plants* f Valuable vdldlife plants are quick to re~
covert and while wildlife, may have suffered during the floods
o:r droughts,' it is benefited greatly .in the long run by im
provements./in its habitats.
'■ - (z) Floods'and storm tides also distribute hyacinth
and alligat.orweed.. Here we have an' anomalous situation that
becomes more noticeable every year* The natural factors that
'■• bring about improvements in habitats are spreading the weeds
that destroy these improvements. ".
(3) Alligatprweed. mat's-'that flo'atdown the coastal
river's' are'picked up by Gulf tides and thrown over the low
beaehks of: s.outh, [Louisiana* As & result, this, plant, which is
able to survive for several weeks in the shore waters of the
Gulf, is spreading into valuable mldlife marshes along the
coastal strip. ■,
• • d; • Interference' v/ith• Habitat Management.»
"■••- '• , -, . ;.. Inprovene.nt o'f marsh lands for waterfovrl and fur
animals-is one .of tlie primary airis1 of-.wildlife refuges, hunting
clubs, and fur ranchers. This", i'^ achieved by means of food-
plant ings-,-. creation of ponds, Water .-control, .and maintenance
bf channels and boat trails. : ' . • ... .- .
1 " . (l). Hyacinth and aillgatbrv/oed take over ponds as fast
as they are- created, overwhelm" food-plantings, and generally
defeat all efforts to improve wildlife habitat. It should be
remembered -that..many management measures that improve a marsh
for wildlife also render it more susceptible to weed infestation.
(2)" This situation is now so acute in some regions
that marsh operators have suspended" all* improvement work until
weed control can "be assured.
p. Effects upon Concentration and'Hunting Pressure*
All waterfowl must have rest areas as veil as
feeding grounds. Hyacinth and aliigat orweed are encroaching
upon and destroying both to an alarming degree.
.... . (l)-.. As. destruction' of feeding grounds progresses!
waterfowl overdoneentrate on remaining open areas, depleting
their food supply•
(2) Pond coots, which arrive on the Gulf Coast in
early autumn,.also*congregate on remaining open areas, and may
use up all vaterfov/1 foods "before the winter flights of ducks
arrive•
(3) Overconcentration bn feeding grounds leads to
disproportionate early kill each hunting season. Overconcen-
tratioxx on a few rest areas invites illegal shooting and market
hunting. Result is the destruction of many waterfowl, and com
plete ezodiis of .-wildlife that night have furnished sport for
legitimate hunters throughout the season.
% Overconcentration of any' form of wildlife favors
spread of parasitism and diseases.'
:f.. Beneficial effects;of weeds.
Any wildlife "benefits that might he produced by
hyacinth and alligatorweed are insignificant when compared
with the" Harmful -effects of weed infestation.
(l) Hyacinth is absolutely vrorthless for wildlife.
No .part..of the plant is. used as food "by waterfowl or fur
animals. The claim has "been made that hyacinth jams saved
. ducks "by preventing hunters from getting to their more iso<-
lated habitats. This might be-true: in some instances, but the
opposite is the case when hyacinth destroys these isolated
habitats and forces ducks-to.move,'into'areas where they may
be killed with"ease.
..(2) Alligatorweed is* eaten by cahada geese and some
ducksj and by marsh,deer and a few furbearers such as nutria
(coypu). This occurs mainly in late winter when there is little
other green vegetation .available. It caiinot be said that the
plant is beneficial to.wildlife, since this slight contribution
to "the food supply of a few species is insignificant when com
pared with the damage caused by alligatorweed to wildlife habi
tat s%. gfxjjjL native foods. •.':•
7
• •?.. Effects upon Wildlife Utilization.
a* Law enforcements • •
Strict enforcement of .game- laws is essential if
ve are to maintain adequate "breeding stocks of game birds and
mammals. ■ • ••.'.. ' ;;• • .., ■ • • •
(l) Hyacinth jams prevent wardens from patrolling
remote swamps and .marshes* "■•.■• • ." '
•*" •• / (2) Market hunters, who live in- such areaisr can:
destroy large quantities.of game without fear of retribution^
• ' *&• Interference with hunting/ ■ ..-. •.
; Hyacinth arid aliigatorweed ocver shooting'ponds,
destroy duck foods, and seriously .hinder' toa.t-■ operations •
••:.. . (l) The following figures give some idea of the im
portance of waterfowl in the South.
(a) Louisiana: Each year 42,.000 waterfowl hunters
•kill ah. average of 1,195»253 waterfowl. • A yearly cash value of
$5*976,265 is placed on" this wildlife crop.- .
. •-•/.. (2) Hunting clubs are forced to spend thousands of
dollars each year on aquatic weed control. Small clubs tha.t
cannot afford control go out of. business.
, (a) Louisiana: One club at Morgan City, three
near. Hew Orleans, and three in Cameron Parish are facing com
plete loss of their shooting ponds-due tpfhyacinth. Only 8
small ponds Can.now be hunted on the State Public Hunting
Grounds* at Pass a Lbutr'e; the ..Remainder of this 60,000 acre
tr^.ct is blanketed by hyacinth f?.nd 'alligatorweecU
.•. . ':'- (3) Fre.c-lance duckhxinters can no longer reach many
of.' .their' former, .hunting grounds, due to blockage of streams and
JLal^es. ' The/vswamp lakes of. tho Atchafalaya Basin in Louisiana
• are. an outstanding example. .• '. . •• . "
c. In-terferehce v/ith trapT)infe and alligator hunting.
Hyacinth blocks channels and pirogue trails. Al-
iigatorweed is. noving into the muskrat marshes, and threatens
• to .destroy many valuable marshes.
;. , \ • (j:) As. iriuchas $15,'000,000 worth of fux and hides is
. pr;ofl\iced'( annurally .tj -the' marshes of Louisiana* Hyacinth is
threatening this industry -.by ..blocking channels, 'and trails, es
pecially in the floating narshes of *Te"rrobonnQ, LaFourche, and
Plaouemines that tan be-trapped !"6nly fron .pirogues.
(2) Byacinth nov.covers.nany iakes.,that, formerly pro
duced a largo crcrp of alligators•
(3) Alligatorweed is tying up "boat •operations in sone
"brackish marsh, channels, and i.s spreading into these marshes
with every'high 'watery destroying the land for'nuskrats.
An estimated 5 per-cent of Louisianafs nuskrat
marshes,.mostly, on the Mississippi Delta, has already teen com
pletely destroyed "by aliigat.orweed and hyacinth. It is estimated
that the quarter-million nuskrats this land formerly produced
would have .been,.worth $312,000 annually.-. Land values lost in
this case amount, to $500,000*
cU .. Cumulative loss, of investments*
... Agencies and individuals have a considerable in
vestment in wildlife conservation and utilization* When weeds
destroy an area for wildlife, all investments in that area are
lost. . . .
(1) In Louisiana, 15.large private and commercial
hunting clubs have a total annual investment of ?63i525f an&
about 60 shall clubs have $30,600 so invested.
(2) Louisiana's 15>000 trappers have an estimated
$4,500,000 annual investment in the tools and equipment of
their trade. ...
(3) In Louisiana, Federal, State and private agencies
have a grand total of $3»589'i925 invested in" lands and improve
ments for wildlife refuges, hatcheries-, etc.
.e.';.International significance of waterfowl.
,.- ., ,...'.. Waterfowl that frequent the Gulf Coast States
furnish hunting for. the Canadian Provinces, a la^ge portion of
the. .United States,. Mexico, and'Central America. Since hyacinth
and'"alligatorweed destroy the feeding and wintering grounds of
these migratory birds, control of these weeds' can be considered
a national and international problem.
(l) The Mississippi 3Plyway: Ducks and geese from the
Arctic regions and central Canada migrate fron there down the
Mississippi Valley*. . It. is estimated that 20,000,000 of these
winter o.r.stoio en route in Louisiana's waters? .
'..,". '(2) . The Central ll'yway: About 2,500,"0pb waterfowl
from the Mississippi Plyway. and .also from the J^Laahs States and
Prairie Provinces of the Central Flyway, winter on the Texas
Coast in regions susceptible to hyacinth and alligatorweed in
festation.
"; '(3) •ffloridaVs fresh1'1 waters, hartor over a million ducks
fron.,the Atlantic Flyway. '•'"'•••••. . - •
B. Fisheries. • ' • •. ....';
•1. Ecological Effects upon Tilsh Life-. :" ';" " '"•":• •
a. Direct effects. " ' •-.).;' • ., • ' • .
Hyacinth and other floating weeds can "bring about
destruction of fish under sone cirpupstanp.es...
■ • . .' ' (l) Hyacinth and* other floating weeds exhaust the
dissolved oxygen, in waters they cover.
■ •• .... (2) Sone fish can get by on small' anotinfes- of dissolved
oxygen for a-.timer provided they have access to open water. '.
Once'a lfeke "Boecone-s completely covered, ajl game and pan fish
nust eventually perish?. • • • '• ••'•
^ "When backwaters of a vratershed "become "cavered v/ith
hyacinth, • the fish ar.e. driven to what open channels renain. . Dur
ing sunnier low water, drainage fron these" oxygen^depleted back
waters finds its way to channels, and often causes large-scale
kill of fish therein. § . • •
b» Effects upon habitat,
different types of fishery waters occur in
the South. Hyacinth and-Jalligattfrweed can danage all types,
and perrianefitly destroy sone. '■ • .
(•l) '.Borro\»M3it5» Along all' highways that transect
-.swanp^ and bottonlands, and coastal narshe's'.- " These are in-
portant for food-fishing, frogs and turtles. Many contain
gane fish, which najr be.caught, ty anglers; or seined by con-
se.rvation agencies for restocking other v/aters. -Conplete
.coverage of 'borrow^-pits.. by hyacinth and alligatorweed destroys
fish,,,and 6ver---a period/of tine.:will cause .filling and conversion
to narfehi':';' ■> ym--""" ''/'"' ■' •'•..• •..."". ;j
...... (a) Louisiana1 s' hundreds of" niles. of .deep borrow-
pits.al*e about."95 l?eV ,c^en^ infested, and 15 pc^r cent- a,re now
permanently lost. ..,! • •"•• ■■' •■. :.•■• .-. . .,-
\ (2) ■• jCanals. ' While • their prihary purpose-is drainage,
irrigation and navigation, they furnish sport and connercial
fishing, crabs, frogs, turtles, and eels» Louisiana's canals
are about 45 per cent infested, and 5 Per cent'so badly filled
that they need dredging.
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-'Streams. Thtese are'important for sport fishing
:ahd recreation., aiid.for cor^iercial .fisheries» including frogs,
crawfish, crags* .and. -'turtles.....Present infestation in Louisiana
and Florida about 35 per cent.
Ponds and lakes/ These, protluce the bulk of the
South1 s gane and pan-fish, as veil as an important commercial
fishery• About 25 per cent of Louisiana1 s lakes are badly in
fested at present, arid .about '3 per cent totally lost. The
majority of -Florida*s 30>000 lakes are susceptible to hyacinth,
and many are already damaged beyond utilization.
(5) Reclamation lakes. About 35 ift southeastern
_ Louisiana* All are infested in varying degree, and about 20
per cent "of their former area has already been converted to
floating marsh* All will be filled or converted to marsh within
. , the next 30 years if hyacinth is not controlled.
c. Effects upon fish predation.
The gar is the most, .serious enemy of southern game
fish. Hyacinth infestation often favors survival of gars while
hastening destruction of game and pan-fish.
«■'.'•••
. , (l) As a lake fills with hyacinth, game and pan-fish
congregate in remaining open water where there is ample dissolved
oxygen. ' ' > • = : . • *
>s " (2) Gars freauent these-openings,' and destroy all game
... &ncl^pan-fish* except the small fingerlings that can hide in the
'■'' ''hyricirith mats.
(3) Gars are able to breathe air, and thus are the last
fish in infested waters to be hurt by encroaching hyacinth*
&. Effects'on food-chains*
■■,«.t ' - : • Game and coinmercial1 fish 'prey on smaller fish, in-
sects, 6tc. that in turn live on m<Dre minute aquatic organisms.
/'/ Hyacinth interferes vrith normal operation of this fish "food
chain." -•" * • • \ • ■• " • . '-
. (l) Hyacinth, by excluding sunlight and using up
dissolved nutrients, retards production of micro-organisms.
(2) Hyacinth blankets out the submerged plants that
ordinarily would harbor aauatic organisms.
• .
m (3) The root system of the hyacinth plant is an ad
mirable Riding place for aquatic organisms. This leads some
fishermeii'td belaeve" that hyacinths benefit fish life, We
find that tHe" individual .hyacinth pla'ijt will harbor more fish
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food than any native plant. Cnce a solid mat has formed, however,
' °^ly those -plants at-the "very edge" of'the mat will harbor signi
ficant quantities "of organises* • • . »••••
Minnows.and other,fish foods are.protected by
matted hyacinth to such an'.extent that pften larger fish are
unable* to use then as food. •.••■:•■
'■' : e* Effects on spawning*: :
• .. • ■ Game and pan-fish may drape their eggs on submerged
vegetation-, or deposit then in scrupulously-cleaned "beds on lake-
bottons; ' .- '. / ■. • . . • •;.
(l;) ." Stationary, hyacirth mats r.uin spawning areas *by
covering beds with detritus.
-! ' ' (2) Free-floating mats nay "be drifted over beds during
spawning seasons, destroying all:.eggs and. some spawning fish.
' (3) Submerged vegetation that furnished spawning
grounds for sone species is destroyed, when covered "by hyacinth.
. f* Effects on lake balance.
" • • ' •* The best fishing -lakes are-- those in which gane fish,
pan-fish, coarse fish, and their respective food organisms occur
in proper proportions. Such lakes are said to be "healthy,11 or
Min1 •'balance..11 Hyacinth very often upsets this balance.
(l) Advanced hyacinth infestation, by destroying gane
and pan-fish without immediately -hurtingHgars, upsets balance
in favor of predators.
•" . *. ■ (2)•• .-Destruction of shoal-water spawning grounds by
hyacinth will ::cut bass preduction radically, but bream and other
pan-fish that are able to spawn in deeper water continue to
survive and increase. In a few years only large bass will sur
vive,"since the overabundant bream will eat what few bass eggs
are spawned./ Furthermore these surviving large-bass vail not
take a bait or lure, since they have a superabundance of natural
f odds. •• ••:• r ■. ••;- • • • ; • ;
(a) Florida: Lake Trafford, one of the State!s
most famous bass laJces,,is now out of balance due to hyacinth.
» '■ ' (b) Louisiana1 s reclamation lakes-and many na-
tural" livkes are sini-la^ly' out: of balance* •. , ...; r
(3) Spread1" 'of hyacinth in a lake brings commercial
fishing to a halt long before sport fishing goes out. Thus gars
and other coarse fish that night have been kept under control
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by commercial fishermen are allowed to -increase while, game and
pan-fish are reduced by fishing and predation* The obvious re
sult is a lfsicktf or out-of~balance lake.
g. Possible effects unon; salt water fisheries*
The coastal marshes produce many of the food or-
ganisns that are essential for salt water fish, crabs, shrimp
and oysters. It is not possible to' say just how weed growths
in these marshes affect marine fisheries of adjoining coastal
bays. It is known* however, that hyacinth and aliigatorweed
remove oxygen from water, and discourage micro-organisms that
would otherwise furnish fish food* Furthermore., instances have
"been-witnessed where fish and crabs.'were destroyed.by decaying
mats of salt-killed aliigatorweed* It is-suspected that alii
gatorweed; that invades coastal brackish marsh during-years of
abundant rainfall and is killed by subseauent salt tides, may be
an important"factor in the salt water "fisheries of the coastal
bays.
2. Effects on Utilization-of'the- Fisheries,
a. Sport fishing.. . :
Where hyacinth and aliigatorweed block streams and
lakes, and form jaris around boat-landings, fishing and boating
cease. ' . .
(1) Sport fishing in.southern fresh waters affords
recreation for hundreds of thousands of anglers.
(a) -Florida! License sales show 73t282 resident
anglers and 18,899 tourist fishermen*
•; (b) Louisiana: In 19*1-5 issued 25tl20 licenses
to" resident-anglerSi and 6,848 to non-residents.• ■ •
(2) Tourist fishing is now a highly commercialized
business in Florida and parts o:f Louisiana.
■• :;%(a) Florida: 307 fishing camps listed by the
State Game and Fish Commission have 625 cabins and 2112 boats.
It is estimated'that these camps represent an.annual investment
of :$1,050,000. . ' ' ; - -. •
(b) Louisiana? 15 large and 60 small combination
hunting and fishing camps, and about 100 fish-camps have ;a com
bined annual investment of $364,125^
b. Cane-pole fishermen*
Most southern States do not have or require a li
cense for cane-pole fishing. There is, therefore no source of
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^pj'that-ifiefo. are a quarter
nillion-'peqple Jin .Vkq^GulfjCo^^t Stated engage "in cane-pole
fishing for enjoyment and food.
•..;•'•:; : .. \l) - -Gi'ty^dx^lTers" and country folk, young and old,
enjoy cane-pole fishing., in^qajials and ponds close to hone. Many
of these people" cpul^.Jr±ptr:^#Lor;d:=expensive. sport-fishing tackle.
'(•2) Cane-pole^,fishing'.-is a serious "business to
sands of negroes and .poos ;whit0.s^ '-In'hard tines these people
depend on pan-fish arid doarse.,:fi-sh-f-or food.
.-: • . {3)' Thp. cane-pole fisherman has been hardest hit by
hyacinth" and alli^atbrweed*. .• The roadside' borrov^-pits, canals
arid snail -nonds they fish gr© nost; susceptible to v/eed infes
tation, and will be destroyed in tine if weeds are not controlled.
gV Interference with connercial fisheries.
Hyacinth and alligatqrveed .Interfere with all con
nercial freshx-vrater fisheries.
(1) These fisheries are an inportant business in the
southern States. • • ■ •*
. ■' (a) Louisiana; Approximately 5,000 connercial
fishermen catch 20,000 pounds of fresh-water fish per year,
worth about $7,600,000* . It.is estimated that their annual in-
ves'tnent in boats, gear and shore plants anounts to $1,566,803*
(b) Florida, licenses 1,040 retail and 3^-0 whole
sale outlets for its fresh-water connercial fisheries products.
(2) Blockage.of streans and canals prevents fishernen
fron. getting to their fishing water.s, and nay so delay boats
that catches spoil before they car. be gotten to icing plants or
markets.
(3) Moving hyacinth and alligatorweed nats tear up
set-lines, nets, traps, and othor fishing gear. Seining is an
utter impossibility in hyacinth-filled waters.
(k) In parts of Louisiana, shrinp, 'oyster, and salt
water fishing boats operate fron landings along coastal streams
and bayous. Hyacinth and alligatorweed, floating down from
inland, have tied up Gulf fishing boats for days at a tine
in the Lafourche-Terrebonne section of the State.
Ik
II. Results of chemical and mechanical weed control on wildlife
and fisheries* . .
A, Wildlife. . . •
1« Immediate results*
a. Direct effects on "birds and nannals.
"•" " None v;as observed. All -wildlife leaves the scene when
spraying or mechanical operations are in progress.
(1) Arsenical sprays are potentially dangerous to
all wildlife, particularly deer and other animals that might
eat out sprayed vegetation.
(2) Fornagenic sprays (2,^4-D)-, no ill effects were
observed. Cattle and probably deer relish sprayed vegetation.
Ducks and wading birds often seen feeding in sprayed hyacinth.
b. Effects on food and cover plants.
While few wildlife plants are found in hyacinth
and alligatorweed nats, plane sprays and dusts may drift onto
adjacent stands of valuable food plants.
(l) Experiments show that 2,4~D sprays of standard
concentration (1000 ppm) in water solution killed only three of
^0 important species of vdldlife food plants, ©il sprays are
more toxic, but do not completely kill perennial plants unless
heavy application is made. Water primrose (Jussiaea)t a pest
plant, proved very susceptible, being killed by 100 ppm.
c. Reaction of wildlife to decaying -plants.
Most forms of vdldlife shun treated areas during
the neriod of active decomposition, which nay last for 2 months
in static waters, but only a few weeks where there is current
or wave action.
2. Ultimate results.
a. Habitat changes.
If the hyacinth is killed before acute infes
tation occurs the area nay be returned to useful productivity
in a relatively short tine. Where the hyacinth has persisted
over a -period of years, some lasting effects occur.
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:--- -..'■ - ~. (l) ...Where., jiats. -have persisted for years, a thick-
floating turf will "be found underlying the. surf-ace mat. . Kill
of hyacinth in this case speeds establishment of cattail, sedges,
duck potato and snartweeds. These new plants convert the old
mat into floating narsh, thus the area nay "be permanently lost
for fishing purposes. ■•..." ' '
(2) '.Even- if.\this floating, debris is swept away by
wave action, the "bottom ooze deposited by the former mat may
retard growth of submerged aquatics for several years.
(3) It should be remembered that these after-effects
are the result of the original infestation, rather than of
control.' ' ' .
b. Comparative "benefits*
Hot-" a single instance has been observed where
weed control damaged wildlife habitat any more than did the
original infestation.
(l) Chemical and mechanical destruction of hyacinth
may contribute to ooze deposits, but over a period of time this
contribution is negligible compared with the steady deposit
laid down by living and winter-rkilled plants. •. •
'(2) • It is believed that the sooner control of the
infestation is started, the less the undesirable after-effects
will be. ' " • "■•■•••:■
■B-. Effects of- Weed-control on- Fisheries.
1. Immediate effects.
a. Toxicity and injury to fish.
•Mechanical control-and. 2, ty-D sprays are not
seriously harmful to fish, iarsenlcals and Bon-odors are toxic.
(1) Bream and other small fish vail jump out of
hyacinth mats ahead of a sawboat, and be-cdme stranded on the
shredded plants. This loss is not significant.
(2) Arsenical sprays may be injurious to animal life
including livestock and are dangerous to hunans.
(3) The'benoclors, used for controlling submerged
plants,' are toxic to fish in concentrations usually employed
for weed control.
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. . . (4) • 2,-^B is non-toxic to fish in concentrations
usually enplgyed for hyacinth control. Laboratory experiments
■es, - conducted "by Ellis, Westfall and Jones, and additional studies
by Moffett, Bender and Davenport of the Fish and Wildlife
) Service, show thnt 2,4-D in concentrations less than 100 ppm
; is harmless to fish.. Higher concentration^ will, kill sone
•; fish,, and. 1000 ppm killed all" species studied.. Calculations
"by the Florida Citrus 3>rperimeht Station and by King of the
Fish and Wildlife Service show that normal spraying of hyacinth
with 2,^4—D is unlikely to cause concentrations of the chemical
.'" ' in underlying:water greater than 1 ppm. . .
" ' . ^*- Immediate effects on water chenistry.
The OTiount ,of dissolved oxygen in waters under
sprayed or shredded hyacinth remains very low, 1 to zero ppn,
until.large patches of open water appear• , . .
(1) While this figure is insufficient to support fish
life, it must ."be remembered that :dissolved oxygen under living
"hyacinth is rarely over 1"ppm. : " .- • '•
(2) Products of plant decomposition,, such as methane
and hydrogen sulfide, are toxic to fish in high concentrations.
In the case of hyacinth, however, only the rhizome, a relatively
small part of the plant, is subject to immediate decomposition.
Remaining portions, nade up largely of cellulose and water, sink
to the "bottom, where they disintegrate s6 slowly..tha,t there is
little cjaance of the release of gases in toxic amounts., or the
production of an unusually high oxygen demand.
(3) It is significant that no one has reported large
numbers offish killed "by hyacinth control operations. It is
known that, conditions' under dying hyaclrit.h are unfavorable for
fish» The same conditions-prevailed prior to. treatment, however,
so it is logical, to assume, that the" reason no! fish were.lcilled
Joy control measures-;.is that no fish were present at the-time.
c# Duration of danger periods*
Condition^ unsuitable for fish nay .last -far only
a few days-,; pr may persist for as long as two months under
sprayed "or shredded hyacinth. " ' .
* '"..'.-•: •;•..•• ' ' •
' (l)- Current in streams, and wind and v^ave .action in
large lakes will r open■ wi dying' hyacinths v/ithin tv;o ;v/eeks, and
give " surviving fish access to oxj^enated vrater.
(2). In. static • voters, dissolved oxygen, remains very
low even after openings appear. In "Hamburg Lake .In Florida.,
dissolved oxygen was still- less than 1 ppm two months after
open water appeared. It is suspected that this was caused by
the high oxygen demand of large quantities of suddenly killed
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rhizones^folibvrl'ng-the sawboat operation. Open water usually,
.appears "-soonei:-In nechanicalc9ntrol than after spraying, giv~
ing fish immediate access to the better-oxygenated surface
'layqr-of water• •"'......
.'•: (3) Dissolved, oxygen nay remain low in static waters
under.- sprayed hyacinth for as long as 2 months, or until rhizome
decomposition is completed and?other jportions of plants have
k or -drifted"to shore. . .
Regardless .of the nethod of control or the duration
.of the; danger .period, the survival of fish in a given "body of
- water'"is determined "by the amount of infestation and the dis-
t.ribution-of" fish at the time, control operations were "begun.
.d* .Progressive weed control*
... .Treatment of an- infested :lake by stages will re
turn, it to productivity with .the least danger to fish life.
• .• •
(l) Hyacinth control; was started in one Florida
lake, just as infestation was nearly complete. Portions of the
.hyacinth mat were sprayed every few weeks' until complete kill
was achieved♦ This created qpening-s where" fish could survive
.while- other parts "off 'the na/t were treated'. At no tine was any
great,amount of decaying material in thela.ke.
.... (2) This method .night-be eigrl-oyed by private owners
of snail lakes, but is impractical for large-scale operations.
Furthermore, it is uneconomical, since the untreated hyacinths
spread while treated areas ace dying.
&»• ffish-kills not associated with-webd control.
.. . •: Sudden lar^e-scale fish-kills occur every year in
Louisiana arid Florida. Although these nay or may not be as
sociated with hyacinth, they could occur in the course of weed-
control operations. The-casual observer would immediately
blame weed control for the. loss of fish*
(l) Fishr-kills in the Florida Everglades may be caused
by hydrogen sulfide that is carried into canals and streams in
rain waters draining out of reclaimed muck soils. Concentrations
of ilO pjjgvn of hydrogen sulfide in canal waters of this region
ware recorded* .A mere 5 PPP of. .this- g'as is known to be toxic
to some fishi Hyacinth infestation or control has nothing to
do with this phenomenon, although hyacinth could aggravate it
by denying fish nccdss to the water surface. " •
(.2) '-Backwater swanps.in the-.Atchafalaya Valley and
the Florida Everglades drain 'into streams and lakes at times
of low v/ater* This swamp drainage water is usually low in
dissolved oxygen and High in dissolved gases that are toxic to
fish,' and its sudden introduction into streams nay result in
fish-kill. This can occur even if no hyacinth is present in the
"backwaters, tut, live or decaying hyacinth will aggravate the
condition* ' . :.
2. Ultimate results of wedd control.
a. • Tine required for treated areas, to return to normal.
Water conditions "becone favorable for fish as
soon as. the water surface is cleared of hyacinth and dissolved
oxygen returns to 3
(1) Current end wave--action nay clear;streams and
large lakes in a few weeks* Static waters usually do not clear
in less than 2 months after treatment,
(2) With return of normal water conditionst fish that
survived infestation and control are out of danger.
b. After-effects»
Bottom deposits, turbidity, and other after-effects
may persist for years..
(1) Bottom ooze and hyacinth debris may cover spawning
beds for long periods after successful weed control. This ooze
also causes extreme turbidity in shallow water, preventing re-
establishment of submerged vegetation.
(2) Bottom detritus will float to the surface in warn
weather for years after kill of hyacinth. This material does not
have the high oxygen demand that might be- suspected, but may
cause damage by drifting ovet spatiming grounds..
(3) Hyacinth infestation, rather than.control, is re
sponsible for these after-effects. They can be minimized by
control of hyacinth before infestation becomes widespread.
c» Suggestions for fisheries rehabilitation following
weed control*
Waters that suffered-prolonged hyacinth infestation
may require restocking-or other treatment before they can be
returned t:o productivity. • • .-•• \ '• • . :
: (l) Any badly infested lake is 'apt to-"be out of balance.
It may'have too many predacious fish, ■ too many part-fish, or too
many large game 'fish* Study.- of surviving.-fish populations, and
seining of surplus fish may be-necessary before restocking is
attempted; . • •••••.
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' ; • : •■ • (2) Hhtchery fish* can- survive in a treated lake five
-months after complete eradication of. hyacinth.,
. • : ; ■..- ... (3 )■ before; any. restocking-.is /rttempfcedt." its need and
chances for success should be determined. • Streams and over
flow waters will return to balance in many cases without human
intervention.-• Fish populations in some: .lakea'will do likevise.
Each water body will have its peculiar problems, and any re-
/.. ■ • • habilitatipn-work following-hyacinth eradication must be guided
by the solution to these problems•
III. - Dollar-value of Wildlife and fishery Losses Caused-by *feed
Infestation* ... • . • "
. . The; recreational- values of • wildlife and" fisheries are intangible
; • . - and cannot-be. easily reduced to figures. Such values are reflected
to some extent in the dollar-values' per1 unit of game birds, mammals
and fish, since these figures represent the total value of the
' unit when harvested. ••• ■ •. ' !>-*
Values were computed for the wet-lands of Louisiana, and for the
freshwaters of Florida. The pex-acre figures, for the former arc
applicable to weed-infested waters of Loiiisiana and Texas. The
Florida figures .apply ..to. all the South Atlantic States where the
weeds have become established. .In- order to: evaluate the damages
caused by weed infestation it is necessary to determine the total
• value of Vi.fdlife. and fishery resources of a region.
: f A. • Annual -Crop Value of V.'ildlife- and Fisheries..
1. Mothods of coraputing yields and values.
■ " .. a". Hurting-. Annual kill- of yaterfowl- and other wildlife
has beer-averaged from-published reports of: State Conservation
Departments a-nd original -estimates.•• Value, per unit is taken from
standard figures developed by the Office of River Basin Studies,
.' Fish and" -Wildlife .Service. " These figures' reflect the costs in-
: voived in bringing the unit to bag. • ••
b. Trapping. Annual catch averaged from State records.
. ;•••'■ Average prevailing prices for raw.hides determine value of unit.
c. Sport fishing* Yield in pounds T>er acre has been
estimated on the basis of known catch records for various types
of fishing waters. Thus it is estimated that fresh water in
Louisiana (2,000,000 acres) annually yields 10 lbs. of game and
panfish per acre, including bass and other fish that are taken on
: artificial lures, panfish that :are caught by pole fishing, and
• , various f ish,. frogs,, turtles and crawfish-that; are taken for food or
. sport but not for .sale .or market.. Value per unit is based on the
. V -River.; Basin manual-,, except for Florida: b.-ass," which have higher
value due to the tourist fishery of that State.
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; "... .':. ■ '".-. cU. ;C6p.riercial ;fighjj:ng:.*;.-.- Total:catch records fron State and
•; Federal Bulletins, particularly.;Federal Fisheries Surveys. Value
n ' • per unit "based on nornal retail market prices*
n 2. Annual average 'value of Wildlife and Fisheries, crop,
G* • ' Louisiana^(Conputed far habitat types susceptible to weed
. " infestation, see tables 1 to 5* inclusive, under C. "below.).ed
• ' • •• :* '•■ Total annual Value per
•-'' • • • Habitat type Acreage yield; • >...-;•' acre
.:..:..'... •■.' • . Swamp.' - .■ . 1,500,000 $"2,640;000 $1.76
: .- . Freshwater . ':2,000,000 31,350,000- 15-67
' Fresh ttalrsh 1,750,000 • 4,855,000 2*77
Salt narsh 2,500.000 85,603,906 34.24
" ' 3. Annual average Value of Wildlife and Fisheries croT),
Florida.
the Waterfowl,. 200,000 at $5*00 $ 1,000,000
5 ' Fur and hides (State records) 40,000
' Bass, 10,000 -rbst at $3*00 30,000,000
5 .. . Panfish, 27,500,000 Its* at $.75 20>625*G00
5 ' • . Connercial fish (est. 5fOOO,OOO) 1,500,000
11 . • Tptal " $'53»165* Q00
Acres freshwater -' ,2,500>000
Value per acre of freshwater - $21.27
B* Anniia.1 Crot) Losses Caused fry Weed Infestation*
1. An acre of land completely covered l>y hyacinth or alligator^
weed destroys all wildlife and fishery values that land nay have
312 had prior to infestation* This loss is conputed on the basis of
prior wildlife and fishery crop values for that particular acre.
Total crops lost due to direct infestation- are listed under "Crops
totally destroyed." % ,. .
5# 2. This sane acre of wee.ds nay so block a waterway that hundreds
of acres of hunting and fishing waters- tjeyond the "block, while not
infested by weeds themselves, cannot fee preached by hunters and
fishermen for long periods each year. Thus the vrildlife and fishery
crops that these waters night yield cannot be harvested to their
fullest extent* These potential crops, particularly fisheries, are
lost if not harvested. This loss is chargeable to the weed in-
m t, festation that nade harvest impossible♦ The nunber of acres so
affected are estimated for each habitat type. It is considered that
their potential annual yields have been reduced by approximately
one-half. Values lost are obtained by multiplying the number of
acres by half the annual crop value per acre.
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Computation of the Wildlife and Fishery Annual Crop Losses
Caused "by Weed Infestation*
Habitat type
Louisiana
Swanps
Fresh water
Ftfesli nar.sfc.. ..
Salt- marsh. ' '' :
Total • :
Florida. ■ •
Fresh vater ..
Annual Crops Totally Destroyed
Crop values ..
$ 2,640,000
31,350,000
..■' 4t855i00O
85,603,906
$124,448,906
$53,065,000
Acres.of
•.■'•• v;eeds..
75.000
200,000
;200,Q0Q
'25i000 '
■ 500,000
150,000
Crop value
per acre
$ 1.76
15.67
"2.77
. 34.24
$21.27
Loss
$ 132,000
3,134,000
554,000
856,000
$4,676,000
$3,190,500
Habitat tyoe ' '
Louisiana
• Swanps •'••• ' ::
Fresh water
Fresh narsh
.Salt narsh
. . Total..
Florida •■ ..
Fresh water
Annual
Acres
Affected
5oo;ooo'
500,000
400,000
.V 300>000
1,700*000
200,000
Crops3 Affected. By
Crop value.
per acre
$, .88. .
7.83'
. 1.39
17-12
t
10.63
Blockade
Annual
Loss
$ 440,000
3.915.000
556,000
5,136.000
$10,047,000
$2,126,000
Louisiana - Grand total of ,Losse-s, crops- destroyed
. and not ..utilized; ' . - . • '
Florida - Grand total of Losses, fresh water crops. $5.»3l6, 500
$1^,723,000
C. . Tables of Supporting.Data. • " ' • •
Tables. 1 to 5» ■^inclusive, contain .the*.Msic data fron which
the. dpljar~valp.es have "been conputed* ' 33a"blesr'6i.' 7» cind 8 supply
data on some of the. investnents made for* harvesting" wildlife and
fish
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Table 6. Investments in trapping industry (itidividual trapper).
Initial investments . ; . \ • ' . "...-. '•'• ;
•' •"-. ;. •' .''..' • "... I • •■ - • '"■
• ".Camp ■ . . , ' «.••.$ -300.00: "■ . "' '} V ;
'; Boat / - " ; '". "'■■,; ; 300-00 '
" Pirogue; '" '.:. • ' • 50*00 \ ■..*"-
' Traps , X300) '•;..• 200.dp ., ••-. .';-•-.
150*00 ." •,'; "- ''•/: Vr
• ' Total" *• !-J -• 's $1,000.00 ; :\ \
Average useful life;, 10 years :~ $100 per annum. . V':
Annual : " . • •;. \ ( . i .
G-as, lube, food .. \ ... . -^i25*00
Boots, clothing, misc» -equip, aihd repairs " '■. •. • 75*00
Total . .: ' •" # ;. -.- ;(. . $300>00 per' annum
Table 7» Investments in private and public hunting and fishing:
Clubs* •
Large commercl'al or private clubs.
Invested in plant and lands.
Clubhouse .$ \ '5,000.00
Boats and pirogues . 2,500.00
Outbuildingsi decoys .,
and misc. '2,500*00
Total $10,000.00 (average life 10 yrs.)?=
~ $1000.00 per annum.;
Annual operating costs*
Salaries (superv. and labor) $2,500.00
Land maintenance (blinds, " -
trails, plantings) • ~500-00 '
Plant maintenance, repairs. •
and upkeep
x Operating (gas, etc.)
Lease or taxes
Annual total per club
40. clubs in State.
. 200.00 '
300.00
500.00
$<s,ooo.oo
! .
■. ■ i.
$200,000.00
I
1
i;
'k
''¥
1
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Tafrle 7» - Continued1*
Units
Boats
Motor
Other
Apparatus
Haul seines
Gill nets
Smaller private and commercial 1
and "boat landings'. . •
Plant and lands
Camp .or "bunkhouse • - •-'"
. Boats, (average' 5) " '
Cabins (average 3) *' "
Total
Average life, 10- years
■•■ ■■$■■■
::'" 1,
|2,
= . •■
luntin^ and-fishing camps
700.00-
300:00: ; .
,oo"6"lo6"lt
.000.00
••• x'.: $200 t>6x annum
Annual maintenanae and. operation $300.00
Le'Bj's'e- . ' ■ ■ -
:< Annual total per c.Jub
500 in State . ■ • <. '
Grand total per annum'.
Table.6*.-- Investments in
.. ■ • Louisiana.
• ■< ;; •" .;.• t • • •-
Uuiriber
• .- .-:" ■• 2,000 i
.. ,., • ■ •••.-. 3.000 •
500
.-.••• : •..!-'ioo-I':
Trammel nets-. ■«. ■ 100
Lines (trot
Hooks
Fyke nets
, set,) 20.O0O5-
3,000,000
10,000
Misc. and licenses ■ ••
Shore Plants
Total
100-
100.00
$600•00
commercial fisheries
• Unit
Value
f'liOOO
100
400
• 75
150
8
1/100
3Q
:20, 0D0
■
Total value
.■ ,
. $2,000,000.
300,000
. .200,000-
• ■ -.7.500
15.0QO ;
160,000-
30,000
300,000
454,303
. 2,.000r000 ■
■$$,466,803
- ■■ ... ■ •■..' ■■■
.$30.0,000,
$500,000.
;• .(iriainly'
Life
10 yr'. ■ -:
5 "
a- «••=•■■■
-1 « ■■ r
.!•«•
1 »
•5 "
.1 •«• •
.1 » •
•20- " -;
00
00
freshv;ater)
Annual
$• 200,
• 6o,
' • 200',
; ■• '15.
:- 16b,
60,
300,
454,
■"■ 100,
: $1,556.
Value
0.00
000' •"
000
500 . •
000
000
000
000 ,
303.-
000 .
803/an-
num
lote: Data based on Survey, Fisheries Industries .of- U,-S.-,'1'9^2,.'U.'' S.. Bureau
Fisheries: "but values and numbers adjusted for-prevailing costs.and in
creases .in • "plants'.' / .... . • , ■•■•;•■•' "'"■ ''''.'[, ' . '.*• • -•
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SUMMARY AKD EECOMMEHDATIONS
1. This report" concerns the relation of certain aquatic weeds to
the vdldlife and fisheries/, of the Gulf Coast. The investigations reveal
that vrater hyacinth and alligatorweed are,particularly-; detrimental to
wildlife, nnd are., responsible for the gre'at^r part of the damages re
ported* ■■•• " ' ^ ..:.',..••• . ' "••■ '•■•■■•■"
2. The vrater hyacinth blankets'freshwater ponds and streams, de-^
stroying the fish.therein, and ruins the waterfowl habitat* Alligator-
weed., is., an-, even more serious threat to wildlife and fisheries*" since
it thrives"; on-;dry land and in fresh'and brackish marshes* Alligatorweed
has already destroyed a vast acreage of valuable waterfowl and muskrat
marshes, and is now threatening the salt-water .fisheries, of inner coastal
waters. .-..••• .'*•;.' •■ ' •-• ; •' .
3. These weeds seriously interfere with utilization of resources
that., furnish-recreation, food,- and a means of livelihood for an estimated
150,000 waterfowl hunters,- 20,000 trappers, 150,'000 sport fishermen,-;
225,000. cane pole fishermen, and 7*500 commercial fishermen in the .
Southern States. •/•..'
k» The vdldlife crop these weeds destroy each year in Louisiana .
is valued at $14,727*000. The annual crop loss in Florida amounts to
•$5.316,500... . ... ■■■■ ;'' : \
5* Capitalized at. a rate of k percent, the fish and vdldlife
resource which is affected annually in Louisiana is worth ,?368,00*0,000;.. •
in Florida it. is worth $133,000,000. This amount is growing each year/,
as the weeds .invade new/areas. .. •• • "
.«,.-•■
, ' •.. 6. Unless hyacinth ajid.-alligatorweed are brought under control
, in-'the very near future, the vdldlife and. fisheries- resources of the.... ..
wet-lands of the. entire <julf Coast vdll be..damaged further, and in some
cases utterly ..destroyed. .." . • . . • . . • . •"
. 7» .Since these resources are of great importance to the States
of the Gulf Coast and the South Atlantic seaboard, and since tourist
fisheries and migratory waterfowl are a portion of a resource that has
a national and international significance, immediate control of de
structive water weeds is warranted.
8. The field investigations and experiments conducted by the
Fish r?nd Wildlife Service show that the weed control methods currently
employed or contemplated, are not seriously detrimental to vdldlife
and fisheries* The temporary damage resulting from the decomposition
of the killed plants will cause extremely small losses compared vdth
those brought about by the v.-eed infestation itself* Suggestions are
offered, herein, for fish rehabilitation follovring weed-control opera
tions.
28
4 q. in view of the above, the Fish and Wildlife Service recommends:
i :-■.■■■■
•f (a) That immediate and complete control of water hyacinth
r and alligatorweed be undertaken,, if the aquatic wildlife and
11 ? fisheries of the'Statps of the :G<Lf Coast and: the South Atlantic
* Seaboard are to be"maintained and-utilized as a natural resource;
(b) That Federal, State and private agencies utilize every
known efficient means to accomplish this end;
(c) That such control may be undertaken in the light of
;: present data without fear of causing to wildlife and fisheries
'[ damages that will be any more serious'than those already brought
£ about by weed infestation;
(d) That such control be undertaken as soon as practicable,
k since the undersirable after-effects of weed control are aggravated
by prolonged infestation;
;ed . •'...•■■•■'
(e) That agencies undertaking control maintain liaison with
the" Fish and Wildlife Service, in order to prevent use of new
chemicals that may be injurious .to wildlife.and fish.
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• INTRODUCTION -
• • Beginning about, the- middle of. July equipment vas assembled andwork
started on the problem of determining (l) the effects of the water hya-
cinth on fish and fish habitats, (2) the effects of hyacinth control
methods on fish, and (3) for comparison, to determine also the effects
of some of the other aquatic weeds prevalent in the area.
It was our- opinion that the direct, effects of the hyacinth upon
water chemistry were chiefly limited to its influence upon (l) dissolved
oxygen, (2) free carbon dioxide, and (3) acidity (pH*)»- Therefore, pre-
parations were made for field analyses of these three factors only*
'.'.. It was our belief al-so that the-.--hyacinth so changed, its aquatic
environment as to make it. unsuited for. plankton and bottom dwelling
organisms, forms of life being of great importance in- the food chain
of fish* It-was our intention to obtain: as-much information as possible
on this phase of the problem.
. • • ? As the work progressed we hoped .to utilize the hyacinth control
operations 'of-agencies engaged in the development and testing of new
chemical herbicides for'our purposes" of determining the effects of these
chemicals on fish life* • . .
At every opportunity information was secured from game and com-
mercial fi.she.rmen, fishing clubs-and organizations, and officials of
the State Department of Wildlife and Fisheries as to their viewpoints
and evaluations of damage done by the water hyacinth to fishery resources.
. All the .tyork was performed in Louisiana with the exception of one
short trip into Florida t.o investigate certain par-ticular conditions
there and to correlate our methods and data with those of Mr. T. X.
Chamberlain," who.was carrying out k similar assignment in that region.
• • GENERAL METHODS ■ .-
Dissolved oxygen was determined by the Winkler method*
Free carbondioxide was determined by the Seyle'r method*
; The ^results of those determinations are expressed in parts per
million- (ppiri). . • • .:■"'..
The'- water .samples for these' test's ,were taken at about one foot
bejoy .the.- surf,ace- . - - : t • • •
. -.All temperatures are expressed-as degrees Fahrenheit.
Water temperatures vrere taken at the surface. . .
The fish used for the survival experiments were, with one ex
ception which is indicated, hatchery-reared, fingerllng, largemouth
bass of about 3~3*5 inches total, length. ,.•.'.'"
The live boxes used had dimensions .of -24" x 18" x 1511 and were
covered vith l/ku mesh galvanized wire.
The bottom samples were taken with a 6" .x 6" .Ekman Dredge.
The plankt.on. samples, vrere taken by pouring a measured amount of
water through a standard type silk straining net.
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\. ... .. m m. m RESULTS
A. Effects of the Waterr ^acfnth-1on various types of water in
-Louisiana* '... ' . ''':':' ■■ ■■' '. • . *
Lakes
Old River:(Jaffer!s Lake)
Natchitoches Parish, La.
History:
• Jaffer's Lake was formed some time prior to 1928 by the construction
of an earthen dam across Old Eiver* The lake was about 9 miles long but \
.Verry .narrow, as it was largely confined to the Old-River channel. It 1
vras stocked with crappie, bream and largemoixth bass obtained from a
hatchery in Arkansas. The lake became noted for its excellent fishing. ;„
• Water hyacinths came in 1933- • By 19^3» the lake was completely
covered- In 19^-3 the dajn was dynamited and the lake drained. Screens £
were placed across the" outlet to prevent the exit" of fish. The remain- 2
ing tdooIs were thoroughly seined with commercial gear. The catch was
3»7OO pounds of coarse fish, mostly buffalo, and one "large catfish (^2 <
pounds). No game fish were present. ' •
:-. The-above information vras secured from Mr. S. E. Johnson, Hatchitoches, !
Louisiana.
The dam vras never restored, and in its present condition the stream *
is shallow with little or iio current and almost completely covered with
hyacinths. It is of little or no value for fishing.
Station 1« Open "oool near turn-around, Culpepper Place, August 5»
1946. ' Q '• .\7"
Water temperature ^ 85 Air temperature - ^k0
pH = approximately 8.1
. . DO s "6.4 .ppm . '
C02= 27.0 ppm • • : • . I
-v-At margin of hyacinths and open water, DO - 2*66 ppm r>
Under hyacinths, 3 feet from open water,-DO = 2.32 ppm ' • 1
Under hyacinths, 5 feet from open water, DO ~ 0.7Q ppm l^
Under hyacinths, 15 feet from open water, DO-- 0-86 ppm'. '
20 .fish placed in live, box in open pool" survived for 3 days v/ith ^
no mortality*. ; h
Station 2* Under dense hyacinth mat, August .5,-
Water temperature ~ 88 ° Air temperature ~ 93°
pH S approximately 6»8
DO r O.38 ppm
2
20 fish in live box at this station survived'3 days with no
mortality.
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Stati-on 3: Under- dense hyacinth mat, August 5» 19.46. .
Water temperature.- 85° Air temperature - 93°
ph = approximately 6>8 . ......
DO - 1.0 ppm
C02 =31.0 ppm
20:"fish in live "box at this station survived 3 days with no
mortality.
Station 4* . Open pool at Culpepper Bridge," August 5, 1946.
Water temperature - 92° Air temperature ~ 9.0-
ph - approximately 8 :■■ '
DO - 6.66 ppm <
C02 = 25.3 .ppm
20 fish in live box at this station survived 3 days with no
mortality. Shad of about 1 foot in length were observed in the pool.
Station
1946.
Under dense hyacinth mat at Culpopper Bridge, August 7,
Water temperature - 92 Air temperature - 95°
ph = approximately 6*6
DO - :0.20- ppm . • .
co2 r 63.5 ppm . : .
All 20 fish were dead in live "box at this station after 24 hours.
Dches, '•
am
1
Northwest &ame and Fish Preserve
• Natchitoches and ¥inn- Parishes., la.
. By the construction of Alan Dam on Big Saline Bayou' in 1937* several
lakes were formed having a combined area of 94f000 acres. - Black, Clear
and "The Prairie1:1 Lakes were formed on Black Bayou; .Saline Lake, and
Chee-Chee Bay/on Little Saline Bayou, ..... . . . • " •
The impounded areas are still rather heavily, covered ytith small
cypress and gum trees many of, which are dying, or dead. -There is much
"brush and stumps resulting from fallen.and cut..oxrer timber. . In. some
regions the "butt on-ball bush".. .Jias taken over making the water almost
impassable by boat. The lakes'are similar in mosV respects except that
at present there are more.open areas in Black and Clear Lakes than in
Saline Lake. Also there are no hyacinths in the Black Bayou Lakes ex-
1 cept f.or a small plot, of £. to 10 acres in Clear Lake near Smith's Camp.
These were sprayed in the summer of 1946 and supposedly killed.-
The lakes .on:.Li-title Saline.. Bay oil., are- fcadly infested. Saline Lake,
of about 30,000 acres, is estimated to contain from 5,000 to 10,000
acres of • hyacinths-...- From 75 percent to 80 percent of the fishing waters
have been covered. • ..
Work in this region was started early in August when, the lcikes were
at a very low level as a result.of a drawdown for the purpose of repair
ing the dam.. Although conditions were definitely worse in hyacinth,
infested areas^, the lakes in general were very stagnant and not very
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desirable for fish life.v-. Although fish yTere present in abundanc-e, the
fishing was reported poor as the fish were not striking. Late in August
the dam was closed and by our second visit in October there had been
sufficient rains to greatly improve conditions as indicated by the water
analyses.
Saline Lake • • :
Station 6. Open channel'below 'entrance tb Bradrs'Camp. .. Chaniiel
about 40 feet in width bordered by' dense: hyacinths.'•'."• About; ofie' mile
above this point the channel is completely blockedfor at~Teast two
miles. So the water tested here had flowed under at least two miles
of hyacinths. '• : ..\ •;: .-•'.
- -• • August 9" :; •■'"•• • ■■■••'■OetpW.-te1 :.:,: ...
Water temperature 85•5° * 71
Air-temperature' ." ". •; 85^ .'.■ ..•:•• 82° ..;. ,;•.. . • \.
pH approximately 6.6 6.2 . • ■
Depth 11 ft.j current strong 11-1/2 ft., current slight
DO 0.22 ppm •■. • 3,-3p.ppm .
C02 . 20.2 ppm 29.8 ppm
20 fish when placed, in a live box at this station, August 10, were all
dead within 24 hours. Pish showed distress1 ;when placed in the- water♦
Station 7* Below entrance to Brad's Camp at margin of open channel
and hyacinths, August 9t 1946.- •*•• • • " ....
"Water .temperature - 85• 5° Air temperature - 85
Depth 6-1/2 ft*, current" moderate • ' -••••.•
" DO. » 0.l6 'pr>m: %m'[ , . . ._ , "'
C02 = 22.0 ppm ' ' ' . ' . •. V ";
20 fish in live box at this station August 10 all died within
24 hours. Fish showed distress when placed in the water.
Station 8. Below entrance to Brad's Camp" under dense hyacinth'
mat 5 foot from open channel, August' 9t .1946. " . ' ' . " ' .' '
Water temperature = 85° Air temperature - 85 .. \ \. " '" "-' :"
Depth 5"*l/2 ft., no noticeable current
DO = none . • • . . . . ,' \ .."....
co = 32.7
Station 9>. Belov; entrance to Eradrs Canp.under dense hyacinth mat
15 feet from open ..channel. . . . . . ....
■ . Vv-V , ' August 9 " . .' October 22 . ;;
hyacinths green... Hyacinths dying £ihd. decom-
and living ' posing foilowingvspraying'
0 one month'previous. "
Water temperature. ^5*5 -. ... 72 . . ..Air teraTDQrature . 85° . ' .82-.5°. ..'..':
pH approximately . . .6.4 . .. ...-^-°, :" .....
Depth ♦ ' ... 4-1/2 ft.., no.current 4rl/2 fi.," • no current. ' ;
DO ' Hone ' 3.42 ppm • ' "
sC02 18.0 vpn 25.0 -van
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20 fish in live "box at this station August 10 all-died vrithin 2k- hours*
Fish shoved distress vhen' Dlaced in" the" water." Q?he dissolved oxygen in
a small,;creek.flovting into the lake near this area.was 4;86 -pvn. .
Station 10« Near Mulligan Inn•:Camp, in open channel about l/2-riile-
a"bove the dense hyacinth infestation* :
Water tenperature
Air tenperature
pH approximately •
Det>th :; -
DO : .
August 9
89-5^
92°
6.8
10 ft*, current- slight
3«64 ppm
11.5
October 22
85° •
6.2-
,10'ft., no current
5*6 ppm
22.6 ppm
About • 2-weeks after the tests were na.de. on August 9> ^0 fish in-2 live
"boxes di^d vrithin -24 hours at this station. • We believe the DO was re
duced considerably "by falling water levels during the 2 weeks* .Plankton
and bottom samples were taken at this station, August 20, 6
Station 11. Near.Mulligan Inn Camp, on flat area off main channel
75-100 yards, August .9, 1946• ■•• • .
Water tenperature = 91° Air temperature = 92° . •. /.-
Depth 8 ft*, no current " . ..■■••.• * -: •;
DO ~ 2,66 ppm • :. .
CO^ 14.5 ppm
Considerable fishing is still being done in Saline Lake in the
open waters existing in the hyacinth covered area as well as that portion
of the lake above the hyacinths. At Stations 6 and 7* largemouth bass,
bream and crappie are common, where the dissolved1oxygen is hardly more
than a trace * Garfish, buffalo, gaspergoo, and shad are also present.
Black Bayou, below Clear Lake
Station 12. Black Bayou about. 2:00 yards, above its junction with
Little Saline Bayou. No hyacinths "sit or above this point on either
bayou or lakes.
Water temperature
Air temperatlire
pH approximately
Depth* • ' •;, «-.V..'\
DO'.;:- • . •.'.--.■ .
COo ; • ..:-•• , .
August ft
■ .. . 67.5U
90.5°
6.6
19 ft-., current strong
; . ■•••- k.hh ppm
v. * ■ . 8t4-1 ppm
October 22
■.. 76,5°
83.0°
19 ft., no current
: • 7..26 ppn ,
• ... 12.9 ppm
20 fish in live boxe's vrere all living at the' end of 24 hours,
and bottom samples'were taken at'this station,' August 20,
Plankton
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Little Salin'e Bayou, "below Saline Lake •
Station 13. Little Saline Bayou at>out 200 yards above its junction
with Black Bayou, Scattered clumps of plants were floating down the
"bayou but there are no dense growths of hyacinths "between this point and .
Saline Lake,, which is 3 to 4 miles above.
August 9 October 22
Water temperature 88 81*5 •
Air temperature . .. 91 83 • ' 'v : ••
pH approximately *' 6.2 •• ' " " 6.3 '
Depth . " 17 ft., current moderate 17 ft., no current
DO ■ 0.94- ppm ' " ' 6,44 ppm
C02 • • . 19.7 ppm . . . 10.8 ppm
20 fish, in live box al] died within 24 hours.. Showed immediate distress
when placed in the water." Plankton and bottom samples were taken at
this station, August 20, 1946. •• ' • • • ..'
Black Lake. ' ; .
Station 14. Black Lake above highway" crossing, August 21, 1946• •
Sample 1. Large open area about l/2 mile-: above- highway bridge.. *
Water temperature - 85.5° Air temperature -82-5°
Depth 7 ft., no current .' .
DO = 4.3.6 ppm ' • • • ..;.:...
C02 =. 9-3 PP& • '
. Plankton and bottom samples were taken at this locality.
Sam-pie 2. Taken under red algal scum.
DO = 4-12 ppm
CO = 10.2 ppm . • . •■
2 ••...••
Lake Fletcher '
Lafayette Parish, La. • '' ■
History:
The following information was supplied by Dr. Fred W. zurBurg of <
SLI: • • ••.' • :
"Lake Fletcher is a made lake, having been built by W-.P*A. labor
about 10 years ago-. At thr.t time, the lake was stocked with fish* About
two or three years later, two bushels of water hyacinths,were, introduced
into the lake to. improve the natural beauty of the .site. , Within two
years, the fish had apparently disappeared and the Jiyacinths had taken
over the scene•
"In 1943 a sincere attempt was made to rid this lake of hyacinths
by removing the plants by hand. This attempt was abortive. In the year
1944, an attempt was made to destroy the hyacinths by spraying with fuel
oil. In this case, the leaves of the -olants were burned out but no'*'
permanent remedy resulted as the plants re-sprouted* In the spring of
1945, the first attempt was made to remove the hyacinths by herbicides.
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• •; • "In March; 19451 .e^rDeriments-were started on the utilization of the
phenoxy compounds. Small plots were sprayed at each trial. A number of
the -ohenoxy compo-ands were -..synthesized; "but,- in general, the rate of
application was about one pound of phenoxy compound.-.per acre of plants
(this calculated on the basis of the active, 2,^-1) .acid).
tfBy August 1945, the entire lake surface was covered with a mat of
dead, brown hyacinths and no live plants were apparent. This mat was very
dense and continued to remain on the surface /until 'January. ■ Ap- this time
the mat started to break and settle'in part/ This sinking of the mat
continued and was not completed until about the first of May. During
this process, it was noted that hyacinth seedlings grewon the decomposing
mat and on the lake shore, but apparently there- was no .germination in the
clear water.
"From May 1946, to date, the mat lc\as remained on the bottom of the
lake and is now .(August 1946) in a state, of decomposition* The seedlings
which had germinated on the mat during the spring, were' periodically
sprayed (spot sprayed) with 2,4-D compounds. No hyacinths were allowed
to form seed during the 3 946 season. *
"Surface minnows were observed in the water as soon as the mat
started to break. Mr. ITelson observed a large *oerch in the lake in
June 1946." .
The lake is small, of about 2-3 acres, wit.h a maximum depth of
6-8 feet. At present there are no hyacinths except for a few young
plants resu3ting from seed germination. The bottom is now covered to
a depth of 1-1-3/2 ft. with a slushy detritus resulting from th£- decaying
hyacinths. Masses of this material sometimes rise to the surfacef pro
bably buoyed up by accumulating gas. Gas bubbles were seen continually
breaking on the surface. In two dips of the seine, which were made with
great difficulty, we took a young bream, many top minnows, and a small
bullhead catfish.
Station 15. Lake Fletcher.
August 22
90-5°
August 23
" 87.5°
.86.4°
8.52 ppm
Water temperature
u
Air temperature 86-5
DO 9.00 ppm
C02 4*7 ppm
40 fish in two live boxes were all living after 24 hoursf
Small Fishing. Lakes in New Orleans District
Waggaman Pond
Waggaman Pond is a portion of .the Willswood Plantation which was a
drainage* project abandoned in 1928.-. It is within ..sho^t.^riving distance
of Few Orleans rnd for many years-has. provided excellent fishing and
waterfowl hunting. The lake ha.s now .-60-75 percent ..o.f its. .surface covered
with water hyacinths, and a good part of the tine! -the..p.nly .route of access
to the open water is blocked by these plants. Visited August 30, 1946.
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Station 17V Open water 50 yards from shore. Very little underwater
vegetation present. 0 0
Water temperature = 82. .-,,. Air. -temperature = 81
130■'= 3.68 ppm . .. ,: r- . . . •
co2 = .6.9 vvm v . ■•■■". "'. ■ . .'.
Plankton and "bottom samples were taken at this station*
Station 18.• At margin of hyacinths and bpen:water.
• Water temperature x 81.5° Air temperature"-' 62°
, DO = .0.68 pj6m ... '; . V '• '■'''"['
„. • C02.-'20.0 ppm ■■'•'■. . '■'"■
Collections were made from root systems of three plantis at margin.
• Station 19/ Under dense hyacinth mat, 5 ft* from open water. Some
alligatorweed present*
Water temperature = 81 Air temperature,.?1 83
DO = None • : •• "• . :
G02 = 48*3 ppm " :
Station 20.
Sample 1. Under dense hyacinth mat, 15 ft. from margin.
Water temperature - 8^.5° Air temperature ~ 85
DO ~ 1.90 ppm " .--
CO - 16*4 ppm
,Sanple 2. Under dense hyacinth mat, 75 ft••from margin.
Vator temperature «. 8^° Air tenpperature =: 85°. •
DO•=• Hone . . "•
. CO> •= 63.7 ppm '".
Collections vrere made from root system of threja plants. Bottom
samples were taken. . •
Additional Analyses;
1. In open water, no hyacinths lnit containing "both living and
dead Na.jas *
DO z 100^ ppn
C02 = Ho free COg, pH a*bove 8.^ . :
2.. In open water, Najas mostly dead and disintegrating. Much
algae on the surface.
DO - 10.30 ppm . ;
C02 = No free C02, pH atove 8.^4-
Hoy Bougeres1 Ponds» off Rt. 90t near Bonnet Carre Spillway
These twq ponds of 10 to 12 acres each were created in 1932 or 1933
when earth was removed for use in constructing levees for the Spillway.
Hyacinths first appeared in 1939 or 1940. They were allowed to' multiply
in the South -nond, which at present is completely covered with a dense
mature mat. .There has been no fishing in this pond since 19^3. Thip ..
North pond has no hyacinths and fair fishing. Visited September'3, 19/46.
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Station 21. North pond, no hyacinths.
Sarrole 1* , •
Water temperature = 84*5 Air t ernerature =84.5°
DO ~ 7*86 ppn ' ■
C02(:- So tree C02V: pH atovb 8.4 "• "l "" ' " '
Sample 2«
DO = ?.?& ppn .... ; . . . . • . . .?t .
C02 ~ None " ' ■ . ' ■ .
Station 22. South pond, covered with nature hyacinth mat.
Sample 1* ..-.-.
Water temperature = 71-5° Air temperature - 8^.5°
DO = Uone:.':. ' : '• ■■■./.- \ ....."• ' • ' .
C02 = 36,3 ppn
Sari-pie, 2> ' .. ' ..".'. . '
DO == None
,.C02;= 37.I ppn . . , '
Collections were -nade from root system of three plants.
Churchhill Farm •
•' " Churchhill Farm was a • drainage project of approximately 800 acres,"
vhich vras abandoned as such and subsequently "becarie an excellent lake"
for fishing and vraterfowl huntings At the present tine there are con
siderably less than 100 acres of open water. The "balance is infested
with water hyacinths, alligatorweed and lotus. Visited, September 13»
1946. • •■■ • .......
Station 27* Churchhill Parn Lake*
Sample"L Under nature hyacinth nat, 12 ft* fron nargin.
V/ater temperature ^" 82° ^ir tem-oerature"= 85° ' • 'DO -Hone :' ' ' : x •-,.....
C02"^ 13..3 ppm ' : • • -.. ...
pH - .6.8 .-•■•. • • • . '■:
Collections made, fron root- systems of three plants at nargin and
15 ft» under .mat.* . . ',-.■•■ • '.
Sample 2» . In open lake, no hyacinths* Very little underwater
vegetation at this location.
Water te.npqrature n ,82.5 Air t■enperat^lre ^85
DO =• 6.8.2' ppn .» ' ....'..
C02 ~ 2..5 ppn . ' ♦ . •
pH = 6.9 • • .■'•■• •• •• ;••• .:-..■ • . .
Plankton'sample tgiken.. .'•.:.; ' ■ •■: •
Sanple- 3* Under young lotus plants .:wi-th most .leaves floating
on surface-.' Considerable ■Ceratophyllum presents .• ,; • . • " ••• •
Water ten-oerature = 82.5° • Air -temperature'= B5° •--_•.
DO = 3-48 ppm • ••:■.•' • • • • . • • • .
C02 = ^#® ppm ••.•••.•■ . .: •"- ■•• •
pH ~ "between 6.9 and 8.0
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Station 27 - Continued»
Sample k. Under old lotus plants;-many leaves dead; mqgt living
leaves raised a."ftove water surface; much algae on the water 'surface. '.
Considerable Cerator&yllum present. .; ... . '..•'.-
Water temperature = 84° Air temperature = 85°
DO ~ Hone ■• ■ ... ..
CO = 17,6 ppra
dHz 6.9 -V "
Either bream, or crappie were continually "breaking water in the
areas of samples 3
Largemouth bads, "bream; crappie, and wari&outb perch are 'common'
to abundant in the open areas of the lake.
2. Rivers
Rivers Draining into Lake Maure-pas and Lake Pontchartrain
Rivers draining into these two lakes include, the. Amite, Tickfa,wf
Natalbany, Tangipahoa and Chefuncte, and their numerous tributaries.
These are all clear-water streams.noted for their excellent black-bass
fishing. In the lower stretches of these rivers there are also, or have
been, rather extensive commercial fishing operations.
The riv.ers vary greatly in their degree of hyacinth infestation.
In.practically all cases the'plants are restricted to the lower stretches
where the current is slight to moderate and many times is upstream instead
of down as a result of tide and wind action. ' •
In the Ain.ite River the water hyacinth is- only a-marginal growth,
very seldom reaching silch a density-as to cause jams or'to- interrupt
navigation. Here the aliigat orweed is-more of a menace than the' water
hyacinth.
In.the Tickfaw and its tributary the Blood, the infestation.is
very bad. At the time we inspected the area it•appeared that 25 to 50
percent of the surface of.this stream was covered with plants. Dense
hyacinth jams frequently for'n^vrhich are a menace to flood control." and*
make navigation impossible. . Commercial fishing operations;, particularly
snag-line fishing for spoon-bill catfish, -have --beou practically elimr- ■
inated. It is impossible to maintain throw lines, trot lines, gill nets,
or trammel nets where there are drifting rafts of hyacinths. ..
There are some hyacinths and alligatorweed fts margined.growths in
the lover regions of the other "rivers'mentioned^ -the-Eatalba,ny, Tangi
pahoa and Chefuncte, and in Bayou Lacombe:, Bayou Liberty-/and Bayou
Bonfouca, but nowhere were conditions observed to be quite, Hs bad as1
in the Tickfaw and its tributaries. In all of the streams'» 15 to 25
miles above their mouth, the hyacinth ceases to be a permanent .resident
and occurs only as a transient in the form.of a few scattered"plants
drifting downstream with the current. Where the current 'is moderate
to strong, the slants cannot maintain themselves in the body of the
river and are found only in sheltered backwaters.
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. »■-■»• 'Station 25«" Tiqkfaw River,: Livingston .Parish,'• September 10, 1946.
•About .1s/2 mile-/above Easy Freeman* s. Camp near Rome1 &: Ferry. •
• . ' Sample. 1« Takdn at mouth' of -'.sider stream^ v.jhich vja$^.cpinpletely
. choked ..with giant hyacinths* There" was probably some mixing of ..the
tributary with the open water, however*-: - . ' •-■■■*.
Wafer temperature ■= 8.0° Air '.temperature - .80 • ' - • ' :
Depth 15 ft., current slight ' . - ■••
DO = 3^06 ppm . "■" '
CO2 -6*6 ppm : .. . ....-, . .,. . . :
■•-•:•■.••. Sample 2. Open wa/bei4, middle of Tickfaw River. " •••■.
Water tempe£atu#e:.= 81° Air temperature - 80 • • ■'■;
Current moderate
DO ~ 5.2 ppm . ,..• -•
C02 = -5*1 Ppm
:- .• - The main river at this point was at least .25 percent covered with
rafts of hyacinths and, in addition, there was a. dense margin of per
manent growth* .• : . • . . . .. . ; . •
Station 26* Elood River, tributary to the Tickfaw. Tangipahoa
Parish, September 11, 1946. One-half mile above Kinchen!s Camp.
Sample 1* Under hyacinth mat along margin* Mat about h0 ft# thick;
sample taken 15 ft* from open'water* ' .
Water temperature = 82.5° Air temperature = 93•5
Depth 13 ft., current slight '
DO = 2.08 ppm ' * "
CO = 7.3 ppm . "
pH = below 6«9 . . ' ... . . ' ';; ; . .
Sample 2. Open waterf center of channel.
Water temperature - 83.5° Air temperature = 93*5
Depth 19^l/2 ft., current moderate
DO = 4.34 ppm
• C02 =-.^v"5 ppm '• •• • •:.'.- ; . .
pH - below 6.9 ' ' "
Atchafalaya Floodv/ay . ..
The Atchafalaya Floodway, an area composed of the Atchafalaya River
and adjoining bottom lands, is approximately 100 miles long by 10 to 20
miles wide* Bordering the.river are vast areas of swamp land and numerous
small lakes. The water hyacinth occurs-here generally except under the
more dense timber. Many of the small lakes are completely covered, others
in varying'percentages. Operations of the oil industry within,the flood-
w?y ^r^ greatly impeded and rendered more costly because of the difficulty
' .of jmai^taining open canals. ' ■■"* ■■'••■ m'-':'-/1- ' • - : :
Pish kills occur quite regularly in' the fdll at. time' of lovr'water.
.It seems probable thr.t they are caused by aij,. influx Into the, open waters
' of lovr oxygenated water from the swamps and hyacinth qovered areas/
Station ^0* Atchofaiaya Floodway, September 26, 1946. In the
Henderson, area*- near Breatlx Bridge, St* Martin and St* Landry Parishes.
Sample' 1. ' Open water in/:lake/(Opelousias Bay) near Texas Oil Company
. Camp. Locality of annual fish-kills.r-Has exceiient'sac^B^lait;.fishing
in spring and summer * •" . •■• .-. i. ' ' ' . : :. " -^
Water temperature ~ 77*5 Air temperature = 79 .. ' . • •''•.•
DO = 4*64 ppm . •"■••. ' ••:••■•- ;.-
C02 - 31*3 ppm ■'••-.-,. ... • . • •■•■'•
. pH •= approximately 7.4 . • . ,,. .
Sample 2<. 30 ft. under hyacinth mat at upper end!'of .Opelousas Bay.
V/ater temperature - 79° ' Air temperature = 79°
DO = 2«78 ppm • • ' -, . • • . .
,C02 ^ 53,0 ppm ' : :■.. -.. .,: .
pH = 7^ • . ,
.Sample 3. 50 £*• from ed.ge of hyacinth mat in openv?afer at upper
exid of Opelousas Bay. . •
Water, .temperature == 79 Air temperature ~ 77
DO - 6.0 ppm •
C02 ~ 30.8 ppra
pH = approxi-iSa'taly 7.2
Sample 4>.-. In• swamp..under mature mat.; : :" ' ' •" ' . • •
•' -Water temperature .:=. 76° Air temperature Z 77° : . ; ;• ••■
DO = 1.5/4- ppm . . '
C02 ^ 73*6-*ppm • ' •'"•'. ' ... ._
PH = 6.2 . ..
Sample 5» In canal under mature mat, • • ' •
Water temperature - 77° Air temperature 77
DO = 2.16 ppm * ■ .
CO ~ kZ.k ppm - . • "'.. ..
. pH = 6.k ■ ' ■' '
Sample 6» In shallow sv;ampt. surface completely covered v/ith old
hyacinth mat.
Water temperature ~ 75»5 ^r temperature - 77 ' ;
DO = 2.0 ppm " " • "
co2 = 80*9 '"
pH= 6.6 :
3. • Waters on Federal Befuges. • • •■:•.-:. . •
'' Station 28. Lacassine Refuge, September 2^., 19^6• On the Lacas-
sine1 Refuge several other species' of plants, r>uch as Bragenia, ITtri-
cularia and Caboinba, a;s vrell as the water hyacinth,- a-ro- presenting
' ■ jototlems in water management. These"'plant's tend to block the y/aterwnys
thereby interfering vith proper drainage and also making, it difficult
to patrol these'waters' by boat* It was thought of interest to determine
-"what effect these ■ "plants might have on water as compared with that of
'the water hyacinth. . ' : •' • • • ■ .
••■••••• ••••:■ ...%z- .:; . : . ■ ; :-
Station 28 - Continued' ' ■ > " •
Sample 1< /Above.:- the .Spillway JtocierYa &ense...gr.ov/ih of. iBrasenia:
much Utricularia vras present also*
Water temperature ~ 81.5 Air temperature = 84 •
Depth 5 ft. ' . . ... . • . •■..'"
DO - 0-62 ppm ■' "
C02 =26.8 ppm . ' V
pH = 5.6
Sample 2. Above the Spillway* no Erasenia; water filled with
Cabomba and Utricularia* ....... •'•.*:"
Water temperature = 81-5 Air temperature ~ 85 * ":
Depth 5 ft. ' ' ' "
DO = 1.70 ppm '• • : • • :' ■ ■ • " • '
C02 ^ 23#Z^ ppra
pH^ 5-8 '
Sample 3# Atove Spillway in open water; no plants of significant
amount.
Water temperature - .79 . Air temperature 85»5.
Depth'9-1/2 ft* '• ■■•.■
DO = 1.18 ppm : . .
' C°2 r 23#6 ppm • ' ' " ' '
pH= 5.9 '••■• • • • ...••
A 100 liter plankton sample was taken at this locality.
Sample 4* Near the Spillway "but outside the impoundment in nearby
marsh. Plants mostly Sagittaria and Pontederia.
• Water temperature - 83.5 Air,temperature - 85.5
•Depth a"bout l-.ft.v . : . ■ ., ...'■-
DO ~ O466 ppm ' • •
C02 ^ 21*2 ppn • •
pH= 5.9 ; -.- •
Station 29^ nBig Burnn Marsh near the Sabine Befuge, September '
25i 19^6* Sample taken in pond almost completely covered with the
white waterlily (Castalia sp.).
Water temperature = 79*5
• Depth 18.inches . . . . . »
DO - 1.4 ppm ■ . . . ..."
C02 ^ 27/2 ppm
. ph= 6,7 : ; .. ' • : .« •
4» Bayous.. .
In southern Louisiana the bayou is a definite 'water type which, is
extensively used as a means of transportation and also for game fishing
and other forms of recreation. The water hyacinth has found these
moving. waters vrell. adapted, for its existence. . r".'-? . •
Conditions in Black Bayou and Little Saline Bayou, Natchitoches
Parisht have already been described in the section dealing with...
lakes of fixe Northwest Game and Fish Preserve,
' .; . • Bayou Black, Terrebbnhe Parish
Along Rt» 90 v/est of Eouna> October 17, 1946 /
Station 40. Under dense nat of hyacinths; channel 75 percent
covered. o -• '
Water temperature.= 730 Air temperature -.81*5 ,.'
DO = 0*8 ppm
C02 z 4.5 ppn •
Station 41. In open water tut with a few hyacinths along the
margins. Fishing is now very poor in this portion pf the bayou. There
were reported to "be some bream and crappie present but no bass.
Water temperature ~ 72° Air temperature ~ 82° •
DO - 1.66 ppm
: CO ~ 33-2 ppn . • • • ./'..'
pH =: 6.4 . • . ; "
Bayou Du Large, Terrebonne Parish, South" of Houna.t "La>'
Station k2. October 17*
Sample 1» Under dense hyacinth mat, channel completely covered*
Water temperature" = 68° ' Air temperature =• 83
• • ' aDD ^ 0.42 ppm ■• " * " ' : •
"C02 z Sid pprr .■-.••."■ : ; •. .■" : : *' " ':';: • ' *
t>rzz 6.6 " ' •'" • • ';■• ■ . -:
Sam-nle 2. In open vrater below Theriot Post Office* Some hyacinths
along margins. Also some Cabomba present* Jlshing reported fair in
the vicinity-
Water teiffperature ~ 74° Air temperature - 83*5
. DO ^ 6.1 ppn% . .- . ... ., .
C0>2 z 14,2 ppm; ' ' • ... •..:...
pH= 6.8 •
5* Borrow Pits*
The "borrow pits11 of southern Louisiana are excavations created
to obtain filling for road foundations and levees* £hey function to
a certain extent as drainage canals but at most times are without
current. Where they are not infested vdth hyacinths they usually sujp-
port a good population of bream and other sunfislu -They are well
.adaptqd to the water hyacinths, however,* and, p.robably in Louisiana
.'95'percent of tjiis/type of water is infested v'ath hyacinths and alli-
' ga'tor.vreed'v . \> /. •,. . •
Station 23> Borrovrpit along Rt/"6l and 65t'.-about 8 miles northwest
of Ney;..prlean.s, Scptenbe.r 3».. 19^6v. The water contained a dense stand
of. alligatpxweed* .The ..available surface was' 7'5"percent covered v/ith
Lemna and Sjpirodela. ' /' ..' ...".."■. . ' '. '
Water temperature ~ 79^5° Air tenperatiire - 86"-5
DO = Hot measurable
C02 = 17.2 ppn
pH = approximately 6t9 44
Station 25. Borrow pit rlong highway near Manehac, La., September
6, 1946*: • •:•••■ f • ■ • . ' ■ .'" .,;.. ; . •
Sanple T» • Under -dense stand of alligatorweed. "
Water tenperature = 8'3.5°" •■ • • All* tenperatoire" =86 ..-..•
. DQ = 1.52. ppn . • . . •
" "™z- 5O ppn
PH = 6-9 ; .:■•.. • •
Sanple 2. Under dense coverage of hyacinths. "• •
Water temperature - 82 Air temperature - 86 '
DO - 0.81 ppn .. . :
C% - 17.6 ©pn ... • •• ":■..■;'.;, ; .
pH - approxinately 6»9: '• ' ■ • * • • • •;.:•
Station 39» Borrow pit along St. 90 vest of New Orleans.-, •
Sanple 1» Under complete surface coverage of Azolla, Spiro'dela
and Lenna> Sone Cerato-phyllun present telow surface* . w
Water tenperat'ure - 69° . Air temperature ^ 79*5° ' '.•-./..-.."^
DO- Uon-neasuratle ' . ...
C02 z 32.8 ppn ' • ;'■ '
pH= 6.8
San-ple 2« Under dense hyacinth mat. '
Water temperature s 68.5 Air temperature ~ 79
DO - Hon-measura'ble. . • • . ;
C02 ^ 44.4 ppn " ■ ' .[ - .. •
pH = 6.6 . .
B* Special Studios on.Ponds of the Bonnet Carre" Spillway,; near .
New Orleans," La# ' . . '
.. . .Within the Bonnet Carre Spillway are a number of small ponds .which
were created when earth was removed for the "building of 'adjoining
levees. These have teen stocked with.fish "by high waters and contain "
fair numters of "bass and sunfish. ' ''
Station 24, Bonnet Carre Spillway, Pond No, 1. About 3/5 acre
in size, completely covered with nature hyacinth mat. Top minnows
numerous. September 6, 1946. -v?
Sample 1. lower end of pond : . ' •
, >ater temperature n 78° Air tci^perature = 89° ., ;. .' . . '. \ ',
.. -: DO f •ilon-ri.easura'ble. ' ... . . ' ' ''.■.'""'
-C02^ 31-4 ppm ' . . "' . " . ' '^ :\..\'.''''l'-;i'Y
^.r approximately 6.9 • : ' : ' ' '"'^ " •
2. li^jerend of pond. "; " * : *
0
i^
' ■ Water tisi^erature ^ 79 Air temperature ^ 89°
.'■ ho- Non-mfeasura'ble •" '<; "'"
co2 =
— approximately 6.9
h5
Station 24 - Continued. • ' . . ■'
Pond No. 2. About 4/5 acre in size, 60 percent covered with
hyacinths* There "being two open pools separated by hyacinths. Sunfish
and "bass were observed i'n these pools, Septenter 6, 1946.
Sample 1,- Lover end of pond under dense hyacinth mat, 50 ft* from
open pool.
Water temperature = 84 Air temperature = 86 "
DO = 1.66 pp
CO - 14.6 ppn
£* ■
pH—'approximately 6.9
Sample 2» In open pool (lower), 50 ft. from" hyacinth margin.
Water temperature- ~ 82° Air tenperature = 86
DO - 2.74 ppn •:...-..
C02 ~ 12.5 p©n " • ■
pH =? approximately 6*9
Sample 3*- In open pool (upper), 50 ft. from hyacinth margin.-
Water tenperature = 83° Mr temperature - 86«5° . •
DO = 3.06 ppn ' . . . "
^ 12.2 ppn
pH- approximately 6.9 •1-'
Sanple 4»- I^yper end of pond under hyacinth mat, 20 ft> from •
open pool. ...... Q . 0 •
Water temperature - 83 Air temperature Z 86
DO zz l.28ppn .^ .'■."•■'
' Z0z~ 13.5 3ppm .
pH - approximately 6.9
Plankton and bottom sanples were taken from Pond Ho*. 2 on •
September 9,. 1946* • • •
Pond.Ho. 3* .Open pond entirely free of hyacinths. Aboift 2 acres
in area. October 15, 1946.
70° Air tenperature ~Water temperature ~
DO ~ 7.36
CO = 14.2
2 .
pH = f^
These ponds represent on a miniature scale much of the fishing
vraters of southern Louisiana; Pond No. 1 being completely choked vriLth
vrater hyacinth, Pond Ho. 2 having dense hyacinth margins but central
crpen pools. It was our plan" to have these treated vdth one of the new
2,4-D preparations and determine: (l) if the chemical would kill the
plants, (2) if the chemical would kill the fish which had been observed
in Pond No.. 2, (3) the tine required for the dying -plants to decompose
and sink, (4) effects of their decomposition on the dissolved oxygen and
carbondioxide content of the water, (5) the effects of the decomposition
on fish, and (6) the time required for the ponds to return to what might
be called a normal state.
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On September 16, Pond No. 1 was sprayed "by the U. S. Engineers
vdth 275 gallons of 1,000 ppm Weedone* ; All plants were very well
covered* • The solution1 wa.s applied in the.form of a fine mist from a
Bean high-pressure sprayer. .OriSeptenibpr 20, Pond Ho. 2 was sprayed in
the same :manner with about. 250 gallons of 1,000 ppm Weedone.
At this date almost all the'plants which wera killed by the Weedone
treatment are still, floating. Tho:>se plants wfrose tops were killed "but
not the rhizomes have put out sufficient'regrbv/th so-'/that the= ponds are
beginning to lock.gireten again. , tn the pools..of Pond. No;* 2 there have
been observed.bass, sunfish, top minnow's, turtles and blue crabs, all
of which are still auite active and apparently pormal despite the un
favorable conditions of very low'oxygen, and high c&rbondi oxide*. .
On these two ponds the one application of the herbicide did not
produce the desired results of killing the plants and opening the water.
There has been sufficient rogrowth so that next spring, during the
■period of rapid propagation, the original concentration of plants vdll
probably be restored. . .
We do not believe that in these two examples the decomposition of
the sprayed plants has greatly changed the chemical 'content"of the water
so as to make it any less suitable to aquatic life than it was originally.
The dissolved oxygen content and free carbondioxide have changed little
since the spraying. Hydrogen'sulphide has increased in amount but as
yet has not reached a concentration toxic to fish* Observations of the
ponds are to be continued to determine ;>jhat the final effects of the •
treatment will be. . ' •
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ffish Survival Tests - Spillway Ponds
0n: October .14,' 1946, about 60 small..fish of seVeral. species were
seined from'Pond -Ho* 3 and placed in live; boxes iii Pond No*; 2» The
object was/to determine if native fish.from an adjoining'pond could
survive;.the unfavorable conditions prevailing under the decomposing
hyacinth mat? ' ' . '■ ''•' . i
The results show that the fish could tolerate k reduction in their
oxygen supply from 7-36 Ppni to approximately 2 ppm, ;but could not sur
vive at a DO of less than 1 ppm. The length of time that the fish did
survive at this very low DO is truly remarkable.
Table 3* - Pcrid No. 2.
At Start
Oct. 14,
5 p»m.
Oct. 15,
8:30 a.m.
Get: 16,
8:30 a.m.
Oct. 17,
8:45 a.m.
Live. Box Ho, 1. - Placed in
Contents
2 Doroscma cepedianum
1 Pomoxis annularis
4 Chaenobryttus gulosus
7 Le-oomis macrochirus
2 Lepomis cyanellus
1 Lepomis humilus
Mortality, 2 shad
(Dorosoma); remaining
fish in good condition.
All remaining fish in
good condition*.
All remaining fish in
good condition*
Size
(inchos)
5
5
3
2-1/2
3
3
Open Pool
Temp.
(H20)
6
75
I!
It
II .
It
II
69°
DO
(ppm)
2.94
11
1! •
I!
II
II
1.54
: UU2
(ppm)
28.6
11
ti
11
!!
1!
40
The box and contents were moved to a position under the
decaying hyacinth iiiat alongside box No. 2>
Oct. 18, . Mortality - 100 percent : ' :
8 a • m •
50
.Table 3> -Pond No. 2 ~ Continued
" Live Box No. 2 - Placed under decaying: hyacinth mat.
• • ;. ' ' ""• * ' ' "'"■ Size Temp*- ":,BO", • ' CQz
At Start ; . . ;, Contents •;- ;; '(Inc3he;s); (HgO:)1 ; tppm) " (ppm)
2
5 p»ni« 2 Dorosoma ceipedianuni.
2 Pomoxis annularis
.18 -Lepomis'inacrochirus .*':
■ 2' 'Chaehotiryttus gulosus
: .- .• . 1 Huro^salmoides: ■
.. .. . • .1- Eupomotis. heros ..(?)
.humllus ■•
3- '
•• 5-'■ '.:.•
5 '
2-1/2.,
3
■ 6 •
2-1/2':
3 " •■•"
75 ■■
It .
n
n.
".
•11
it
n
0,56
it
\\ -
It
.11 ; •
■ II ■"■
it:
it
. 34.8
n
it
ii
It
1!
It :
1!
Oct. 15, Mortality:. :
8:30 a.m»2 DorosQma cexiedianum
■" ' "' 2 Pomoxis annularis
1 Euro salmoides .
12 Le-pomis macrochirus
Oct
.8:
Oct
. 16,
30-a.m.
- 17.
^5 a.m.
1 Le-pomis
Additional
5 Lepomis
1 Le-pomis
Additional
None
cyanellus
mortality:
macrochirus- • :
cyanellus
mortality: .
•
■••' * o-
70 a.30.- .45.7
Oct. 18, Additional mortality;
8 a.m. 1 Leipoinis macrochirus
1 unidentified,.possibly
Eupomdtis heros
Oct. 19, Additional mortality:' None
8:30 a.m.3 -fish remaining alive:
2 Chaenot>ryttus gulosus
1 Le-pomis humilus"
Oct. 25t Mortality ^ 100 percent ~-"\
9 a.m. -,,-.*. .. •■■• ;. .. • ■ ••■ - • !' • ' *.... ■ •
• .The remaining thre.e fish, were f:ound dead. Exact time
of death is not known.
The shad (Dorosoma ce-pedianTom) is a fish which is very sensitive to
handling and its early mortality is probably a.tt^iiuta'ble to this factor.
The vrarmouth perch (Chaenobryttus gulbsug) appeared to have a longer
survival tim,e. thap• the 1argemouth .bass and-bream, although a. definite
statement to this* effect could not be made on th^ results of these tests.
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C. An Investigation of-Certain Florida Waters.
A-trip t&as-.ma&e/in* company ;vdth: Mr* John Lynph .to investigate
several Florida lakes vMch Mr. Chamberlain did not have the opportunity
or time to visit; and also to compare and standardize methods, and re
sults'of the vate-r-analysis-work with Mr* Chamberlain and Mr. Srwin of
the Belle Glade laboratory*. , . ': '■•■ '
Alligator Lake, Lake City,
Alligator Lake is a shallow lake of 300 to 400 acres in size, which
vd.s formerly about 2/3 covered with hyacinths * Sav/boat operations under
direction of the IK S. Engineers, began shortly after September 1, 19^6$
aftd were discontinued in the first week of October* Approximately l/2
of the hyacinths were cut upf-most-of which, have sunk. Some decaying
fragments have drifted and are deposited along.the lake's margin to a
vddth of- 20-50 feet. •■ : '' ' / \
The lake went dry in the summer -.of 19^3° -. It is subject to wide
fluctuations of water level*
Station 31* Alligator Lake adjacent to Late City Water Plant.
October 7, 19^6 • ".. .. . - ...
Sample 1. Under cut-up plants. •:.••• ■
Water temperature ~.73° Air temperature ~ 72
DO = None' '. " . ;.•
C0£ =.33.8 ppm
pH^ 6.0 ' ' : . '= . . ' : - ; :■" • . ;
Sam-pie 2* In open v/ater, " ..':. • "
Water temperature ~ 73 Air temperature Z 72
DO ^ ^*7 .ppm ' "
CQj- 12.7 ppm •;. ' • • ■ • ' : ••
P11- 6.5 ' . ' .. '■ ' ' ''
Sample 3» Under hyacinth mat, 15 ft. from margin^
Water--temperature =• 73,5° Air temperature Z 73°
DO = 0,48 ppm
. C09 = 24.3 ppm. ....
' pH = 6.3 ".•—..'•':
';- ' '•' ■' ' ' • : * Hamburger- La.ke> -Lake City'f ;Fla. . • : "
Hamburger-Late-is a shallow .lake of approximately 50 .acres in size.
•The .lake was- formerly completely: covered with hyacinths and no- fishing
was ibl
Snvboat operations during the month of August completely opened the
lake. Only a few living plants remain along margin. Accumulations
of decomposing plant fragments" are 30 to 40 yards across along the west
shore. The odor of H S was very evident. j
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i
i
The U* -5.. Public Health. Service is spraying the lake at regular
intervals-vrith s.odium arsenite. ..fop mosquito control. ••■ •
Station 32* HamTDXirger Lakey October 7., 1-946♦ . : .. \. ■■■
Sample 1 *. In open water. ' "' : " \ ' .. '
Vfater temperature = 72 Air'temperature - 73.5 ' : ' "; • ••
DO =_0.86 ppm
ph- 6.3 ' " ■ .: ' ' / ::': " . ••■
Sc?jn-ple .2* , Under decaying hyacinth plants.- " - ". •
DO - Hone • • ■
C02 - 30.7 ppm ' ■
' pH = 6;3 ' .•■'■' ••■•.;■■- ■ . - -. '■•■-■ . •
■■. .Rose Lake,,,-6 Miles,West of 0rlandot Fia> ' ' ' •
Rose Lake is .a shallovr lake of 200-300 acres in sife, v*iich was
almost completely, covered vith. hyacinths; only a fevr pools "of open- water
remainpd*. ■ : ... . . : " . . • • • / /•■.•'
Spraying operations started a"bout July 1, 19^-6, small areas being
treated at a time until the entire lake vras covered^ A commercial
arsenite solution was used in" spraying. The dead plants sank .a week
to ten days, after spraying. • . • •• • ;
The entire lake is. now open, .only a. few. plants remaining1 along
the margin* There has been good fishing" since the open water appeared;'
one 8 lb. and one l4-lb", ,bass-have been tak6n«. Bream-fishing is good;.
It was reported -that >;hen the hyacinths encroached oil the open
water, the bass stopped biting and striking. The tiream continued to
bite, however, as long as any open water existed. • ... • •
Station ;33* Rose Lake, October S, 19^6. .. . . .
Sample 1« .In open. v;atQr,. 50 ft., from shoreline, "considerable
vrave action* ' . " >'••'•' •.. • . - . , . ..
Water temperature — 76°" ' M-T 'temperature 7^*5' ■' • • .: ."•
' DO - 6.06 ppm " , ■ ; . ., - ■;; ■
C02 = 7-1 ppm " ' ■• .
pH= 6,4 • '.;:•:• : - ..: •
. Sanmle 2. Under, decayed.plants at margin, marginal pnne of de
cayed plants. 20t30. ft. in vidth.' (lm?^osslble," to ta^e^Sample 2 directly
under mass\of decaying plants because of great • amount'* of -d^trit^s .pre-.
sent.) . ." . ... :•:••• . • • - • * •• ; . ■ • ' ;
DO ^ 2.88;ppm ■■■"■" •' ' " "■'■■ ■ ' ' •••:■■" : ,•-•.•.•;■■'.■
CO ~ 13,1 ppm • "• '" • ■■ x '
d ♦
pH- 6• 0 ppm
Tvro dead Gainbusia seen in decayed mat.
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- .: The-three lakes described above demonstrate'very* v/ell the results
which may "be expected from-present hyacinth:control" methods. "Alligator
Lake never became completely covered with plants. The destruction of
half of the plants present "by means of tl>e sawboat did not cause any
significant changes in the oxygen or cartondioxide content of the open
water. .■- • . .. : • " . " ' ' . • • •
Hamburger Lake was completely covered vTith hyacinths* Approximately
6 weeks after sawboat operations had ended there, the lake was still
unsuited to fish life* Even though the lake was entirely .open, the de
composition of plant fragments was holding'the oxygen'content dovjn to a
level not tolerated by most fish. ' J"
Rose Lake was never quite completely covered with.hyacinths. The
intermittent spraying operations did not result in any large mass of
plants undergoing .decay at.one time# Therefore, the lake remained
habitable for fish* At the end of the treatment the oxygen content was
high and there were no large unsightly accumulations of decomposing
plants. This method of removal seems well adapted .to small scale spray
ing operations where plane application of the herbicide is-not practical.
■ • >Hillsboro Drainage' Canal
" • Opposite .TTniv." Experiment St'altion, Belle Glade,• ffla.
This is a canal that was formerly covered vdth hyacinths, but re
peated spraying with 2,4-D has reduced their numbers. There are still
large mats "of hyacinths in the canal, however-.
".. Station- 3^. Hillsboro Drainage Canal, October 9,
Sample 1. Under dense hyacinth mat, surface completely covered.
Water-temperature -76.5° Air temperature-£ 82°
DO - Hone . .' '- ' •'
C02 ~ 0.93 ppm-" • • •■■ • ■ • '
pH - approximately 7
Sample 2-. In open water, 2-3 miles toward Belle Glade, Fia* •
Water temperature ~ 76*5° Air temperature n 83°
DO ,_ Uon-measurable
C02 - 89*7 ppn
pH - approximately 7 • .
The-waters of this canal held a very high qontent* of hydrogen
sulfide. The Winlcler method for determining dissolved oxygen is not
considered" reliable where large concentrations of this substance are
present. Therefore, our DO readings for these samples, probably do
not represent actual conditions.
yRim Canal, Lake Okeechobee., Fla. . .
This is a large .canal that ■ runs into Lake 'Okeechbbee," Fla» , It
is used for navigation and contains large rafts of hyacinths. • Fishing
for catfish is supposed..to. be- good* ... • " ' ' •. ; .
Station 35* Rim Canal, October 9, 1946. * '.
Sample 1« In open water near floating hyacinth island*"
Water temperature ~ 77*5° Air temperature Z 80°
DO ~ 7-12 ppm . ... • . / ": ■"
C02 = 17,7 "
Lake Trafford, Fla« (Lee County) ' ..
Thia is a large lake of perhaps 500 acres in size which, although
largely open,, is infested with a-dense ma;t of hyacinths approximately
'100" yards in derrth along .the east shore* One large "bay is completely
.choked. Large rafts of the plants frequently move across the lake.
In the past it is reported that the-lake enjoyed' efie of the best
reputations in Florida for producing large numbers of "big bass.'. At the
present, fishing is poor and it is thought, that the lake is !)out of
"balance" in ratios'of bream to bass- The bream apparently are able to
spavm in great number, vhile bass spawning is greatly interfered with
by the hyacinth mats that "sweep" across the spawning grounds'.
Station 36* Lake Trafford., Florida, October 10,
Sample- ly* In open v/ater, 100 yards from shore. •:
19^6-
Water temperature ~ go0
DO ^ 8*42 ppn
Air temperature - 82
pH - approximately 74 . .; •'- ■
Sample 2. Albng margin of a rather temporary mat. .
Water temperature - 80° ' Air temperature Z 81° • - ';
DO =: 7,86 ppn - - :•..,.■: :: -'""•
C02 - 6.7 ppm . • ^ -
pH = approximately 7* -
Sample .3* Under permanent mat of hyacinths, 75 yards from open
water. . ... ■ '"■ : " '•■';.
Water .temperature'"3= 78° Air temperature^ 81 - • 'V "' •"•■'■ ..
... DO --.1.62 ppn .,.:.•'• ;,,. . --•;•.••:.■•■
pH z; 6v pp . . ■ •
"■•■ Station 3?.^ In cajial one mile north of Lake Trafford, Florida,
Odfbber 10, :1946. - '*"."' •. . • ' ' ' . ', : •
•-' ' -Sainf)lV '!♦'. Under complete coverage of water lettuce :(Pistia). .
;•" Water-temperature -.85.5° ■ Air temperature^ 86°. \_. . .,
v.*; "• :'-BOf-£ None ." • .:1 ! " ' •■•' '""*:■' ..',"• ;
C02 =43 ppn • ■ . .-• .. : : . .'"*
pH - 6.4 ppn
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Station 35 - Continued
Sample 2. In open pond, bottom covered with Chara; Bacona nineria
also abundant. •
Water temperature = 86°' * Air temperature.- S6° '
. BO * 16.52
ph's 6.6
•: Flgheatihg'Cre'ek, Lakeport', ffla. . . |
This is a stream* of rather, slow current that is famous for its
"bass fishing* Pishing has "been inrpeded for the last several years by $
dense growths of hyacinths along the margins, and rafts of-hyacinths \
that float around in the stream* .' •'* "" ••* .' I
One fisherman was observed cashing from a highway bridge south of
Ijakeport while our analyses were being' made; he. hooked and landed three
bass in a p'eri.od of 20 minutes, the largest of about .2 lbs. in weight.
• Station 38# "Fisheating Creek/1 l/2 mile south of Lakepb'rt, Florida.
* ' Sairrple 1. In open water,- current moderate. . ., ' ' : . ' :
Water temperature ='79° Air temperature ~ -83.5°
. "" ' DO = 4.44 ppm ■ : .
ph- 5.8 "!.'... \.'• : • ••• • ,. ■ ■ •
San-ple ,2. Under dense hyacinth mat along margin, current slight
Water temperature ZZ 790 Air temperature — 83.50 ' • .
DO - 4.02 ppm ' '■ '••■•'.',•
C02~ 19.7 ppn . ' ' •"• ' . • • .. .. . .'
pH^ 6,0 ':..... .. ' ' ■ •• .'.''-.
Sample 3> Under dense hyacinth mat in tributary. :
.Water tenperature =■ 79° Air tenperature = 81-5° ' •••-■ :
DO r: 2.4 ppin ' ;, • '
C02 Z 21.2 ppm ... . • .. .-.:•
35. Bottom Fauna Studies. /. ... ;-.:.J
It was our belief at the beginning of the investigation/that a
•relationship, would be found between the abundance and kinds"of bottom
dwelling orgafiisms" and the presence of the water, hyacinth. We found,
however, that the bottom fauna of the waters-studied vas: very" poor
regardless of the presence or absence of the v'ater hyacinth. .The-most
mdely distributed organisms proved to be Corethia, andtrCKlron'omus larvae
whose presence is indicative of low oxygen,- high CO 2.1 "and other condi
tions, unfavorable to nost insect and mollusc forms of life/ The highly
organic muck-a»d oozg covering the bottoms of theserwaters is apparently
not, very productive. When no significant results vjter a ^obtained after
a number of'samples had "been taken in several water 'typ.es, this phase
of the study-was :discontinued.. '\. *-: :•" .•• •
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Station 10. Saline Lake,, channel near Mulligan Inn Camp, above
concentration of hyacinths, August 20, 1946. • ' ■■
Depth 10 ft." * ' • ' . •. ; • .
4 "bottom samples, equalling 1 sq. ft« of surface yielded:
Insects: 1 dragonfly larva
^ Corethra larvae • " . ' .
1 Chironomus larva
Anrphipoda: 1 Hyalella
1 Qammarus
Oligochaeta: 1-unidentified specimen . . "•• '.• •
"Station 12. Black Bayou, 200 yards above -junction with Little,
Saline Bayou. Np, h^raplnths above1 this point, August 20, 1946.
Depth 19 ft. ' ' " \ . . "
'4 bottom- sample.St equalling 1 sq/ ft. of surface yielded:
Insects: 2 dragonfly larvae •' .
' • 1 Corethra larva ' • • •. .
5 Chironomus larvae ■ .
3 unidentified Diptera larvae •
1 Sialis larva" ■ ; - .
1 Hydrophilid beetle
. -. . Molusca: 9 small unidentified clams of at least 3 species.
Station 13-V" Little Saline Bayou, about 200 yards abovfe junction
with Black Bayou; approDtimately 3 -miles below Saline Lake and dense-
hyacinths, August "20, 19^6. . . ' ' ■ • '
... . . Depth 17 ft.
4 bottom samples equalling. 1 sq. ft. of surface yielded:
Insects: 2 Corethra larvae . ' ■ - .._ .
5 Chronomus larvae " ' "
IHapliplid beetle •
Mollusca: 2 unidentified small- clams ' ,:\
....._ 2 ' n n snails
Oligochaeta; 8 "unidentified specimens
^. Black Lake, near central open area, August 21,
om samples..equalling 1 sq. ft. of surface yielded:
Insects: 16 Chironomus larvae
• • : ••• . • 1 Chironomus pupa
Station 17* Waggamah Pond; 'opeln- wat^r, 50 yards from -shore,
August 30, 1946. . . . " .:.."■" • ■ .'.
Depth 2r-l/2 ft. • ' •• . ' f--
4 bottom samples equalling 1 sq. ft. of surface yielded:
Insects: 5 Corethra larvae • • • • .-. ;
2 Chironomus' 1 arvae- • • • .. -
Mollusca: 2 unidentified snails
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Station 20♦ Waggaman Pond*, unde-r hyacinth mat 5Q ft. from margin,
August 30, 19*4-6. ■ • '■"■'•
Depth 2 ft. • • • • . ..
2 "bottom samples equalling l/2 sq. ft. of surface yielded:
Insects: None ' ■
Arrrphi-poda: 1 Q-ammarus •
E. The Water Hyacinth as a Food Producer.
On several..occasions; we have heard the opinion expressed that the
water hyacinth produced,, or at least harbored, fish fpod and therefore
was "beneficial• This opinion was usually "based on such observations
as having s^eri-schools -of sir^ill fish nosing around the roots of the
plant and the idea that generally, the best place in a lake to catch
bass is along the margin of hyacinths and* open watero
To obtain accurate information on this theory we examined the
root systems of a number of plants* This was done by. thoroughly washing
the roots in a bucket of water and then straining the waiter through a
fine siqye.. The organisms thus collected were preserved for later iden
tification and volumetric1 measurement.. . .
The results indicate that whereas the root systems of plants along
the margin of dperi water harbor an abundance of small organisms, those
plants within the mat at some distance from open water are practically
barren of life or at least have a relatively'poor fauna. This varia
tion is due, v/e believe-, to the1 difference, in oxygen content between
the marginal water and that under the hyacinth, mat. ' ...
Station 20. Waggaman Pond, August 30, 19^-6, •' Washings from the
roots of 3 plants at margin of open water* •
Volume ~ 1*95 ceo of organisms including: ■
damselfly larvae Gammarus Planaria .. •
dragonfly larvae Hyalella Immature clams
•*-.'• > Tsopods (Assellus) Oljgrochaetes Snails' :. • ,. }
Washings from the roots of 3 plants, 75 ft. from .margin, of open
water. ' • . # . : .:..-..•
Volume - 0.4 cc. of organisms including: *. :' •.,-
1 Beetle pupa 19 Isqpods (Assellus.) ••? Oligochaetes
2. HaT3liplid .beetles Numerous Ryalella- :'.-;. J snail immature clans
1 I)ytiscid beetle "'• Numerous 'G-anmarus . ..1 &ambusia
Station 22. . Bo^-geres1 Pond, September 13, 1946* \Lake entirely
choked with hyacinths. Washings from roots of 3 plants."
Volume ~ 0*2 cc. of organisms including: .. t '■■■
1 Ha-pli-plid beetle . . "2. Oligobhaetes
Several misc. unidentified insect larvae 1 Gambusia
Nxomerous Isopods (Assellus). ' '1 Tadp.ol'e .
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•■ • Station 27- -Chur.chhill: Hariri,' .'September 1J9 19:46. Washings, from
the roqts of 3 plants-at margin of open water.
' Vblume — 1.0 cc of organisms including:
Enmselfly larvae Hyalella. ..... Snails ■
m Dragonfly larvae ' "- Isopods (Assellus) ••' Immature clams • . •
■ " •' " Oligochactes . •' '
" Washings, -from the. roots, of 3" plants 15 ft. from margin of open
-water • _". . ..■ ■ . ••' ■ ■' • . ■••''""
Toiirae-.- 0*07 ocVof organisms including: ;.....••
Hqpliplid beetles Gammarus- . Snails .".-.< . '.
."". Spider .•':": '" " ■ Isppods : "' ' .....
• \ ' Hyalella- : ' • " Oligochaetes .' •" • "' . .-•'•:•..
•j1* Plankton Studies• * •
In: southern watersf one of the main items in the diet of game fish
is .the shad (Dorosoma sp» and Signalosa sp»)«" The shad, in turn, is
largely a plankton feeder. The young of most game fish al.so feed on
plankton during certain phases of ..their development* TJiis. material is
"basic in the food chaib' of fishes and-its -rela'tive abundance .generally
• serves, as an-index, to the productivjeness of; a body of water.
'■ ■ Studies were undertaken to determine what influences the water
hyacinth might have on plankton life.. We soon found that it was im
possible to /take a, .plankton sample under a hyacinth mat with the type of
equipment we possessed, ' Ther straining net "would immediavtely become
clogged. v>iththe great, amount of detritus* resulting ;ffrom the plants.
Collections were made, however, firora waters such as Little,.Saline Bayou*
which had flowed under hyacinths for a considerable distance and had
taken on the chemical properties of hyacinth—covered water.•
.••'■'
Although there has* been insufficient time as yet for specific iden
tification and quantitative counts on the collections,ta preliminary
examination- shows that the greatest abundance of plankton, consisting
largely of Copepoda and Cladocera, was found in open lakes of high dis
solved oxygen content. In none of our samples did we find Cp-pepoda
from waters of less than 1 ppm.- DO.. The-richness of the collection
varied generally;..with the ^antity of oxygen pres'ent. On this basis
we believe that the very low D0!s prevailing under hyacinth plants to
gether with the shading effect, would tend to discourage the growth of
most forms of plankton life;' such as Co-pepoda,- Cladocera and phytoplankton*
Further studies are'.ndcbssar^, however, before this can be definitely
demonstrated. ^ .
G. Effeptsvqn .Control- Methods on Pish. . ...•....' -'■
At present there"are"-chidfly two-methods eniployed'for control of
the water hyacinth. There"are, first, the mechanical method 'which was
developed by the U. S# Engineers and• involves- si 'floating machine which
macerates -the plants, and Either conveys the fragments to the shore or
dunps 'them' back.in, thev waters The second, is the chemical method, the
■■"'"■ •" : '" 59 -.
chemicals "being one of the .new f o:rm;ngeriic herbicides',; such as ,
(2,^Dichloroptienoxy Acetic acid) or"its derivatives, which is applibd v"
in the form of liquid spray or dust from .a "boat, plane, qr from the
shore ♦ •' ; ■■.'"'
Prom our own short-time observations and those made over a period
of years by the U. S. Engineers, it appears that the first method de
scribed has never resulted in the death of any significant number*, of • '
fish. A few individuals may be cut up by the machine, but such losses
are indeed minor* As the machines have been used^largely in.;navigable
watets where there is some current, there.have.been few instances of the
accumulation-and subsequent decomposition of plant fragments resulting
in a critical change-in the oxygen content of the water. We believe
there is little possibility that this method .of control may have any
significant harmful effects on fish life. . . •'. ■•-..;. .
The second method may influence aquatic life through a direct toxic
action* of' the chemical itself," and. also thrpugh. the release of toxic
products and' other effects of plant decomposition. . ■ :.: - • ■
The authors are aware of only three investigations which have been
made to determine the direct toricity of sone. of the new-herbicides • '
currently bfeing recommended. The quotations given below are. taken.froti'
as yet unpublished reports. " .' ■. . • • ". • ' -.; '
1. "Summarized Report on.Toxicity of 2,A-D (2,^WDichlorophen6xy
Acetic Acid) For Certain Species of.Fish," by;M..M. Ellis* • «.;•" •'
■ B. A. Westfall, ' and R. 0, Jones, Water Quality..Laboratories,
. ■■XI." S. Fish and Wildlife Service. ,. ... .. '" , . ... •'
Summary. ' ...,'.•■-■ ^ •.*•:• x ..•■•■•
l.;':'In- tapwater or hatchery Water, 2,^D.in concentrations ; .
l'e!ss than lOO'ppn< produced little pr >no effect on— .:.. ; •
s'almoh, goldfish, catfish and top- minno,w.s under conr-- :1'- ■
"ditabriis of- the tests described .herein. . - • •
2. In concentrations greater than 100 ppEU and less than
400 ppm. there were, from 10 to 15 percent losses in" . f
all series- ' " ''
3 • Marked lethality" appeared. &t ^.00 ppPt\ and 'Jaigh • mortality '
'"••" in" concentrations, of 600..ppm'. bf..2.»iHXu • •. .; : .•
. r. .
Reduction of dissolved oxygen i# tlxQ water seemed-toerb-;
hance the action of 2,^~D on tho fishes ■ studied."
"Preliminary Tests of Herbicides vs..Fishes" by Dr. Oliver
B, Cope, U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
"Conclusions.
1- All the derivatives of 2,ii--D used in these experiments
are lethal to some fishes in concentrations of 1,000 ppm.,
and the process seems to be that of asphyxiation.
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2. The two derivatives of dinitro-6-'secondary "butyl phenol
used here are Idithai to sone fislies in concentrations of
§ . .100 j>pra/ and nore. Death'sdens to-result- from causes
~other than asphyxiatioii.- ■
.. ,3v' Threerinct rainbow trout* are hore resistant to the action
*of '2,^-D than are six^-inch rainbow trout, and two-inch
. "brook trout are more resistant than rainbow trout tested.
4. Three-inch rainbow.trout are' more resistant to the
action of dinitro~o-secondary butyl' phenol than are "
.six-inch rainbow trput, "but two-inch brook trout are
.;. .less resistant than both groups of rainbow trout.
5» Two-inch chubs, Si^hiteles obcsus, are slightly njore
resistant to the action of 2,4~D and diiiitro-o-secondary
butyl; phenol than are any of the trbuts tested*
6. The aquatic insects tested are more resistant to the
actions of both chemicals than a^e the fishes*
.?. Recovery of fish fron sub-lethal doses is nore succe's's-
• ful after 2,4-D treatment'than after dinitro-o-secondary
•butyl' phenol •" ' ":: • '*:.
"Effects of Two of the New Pornagehic Herbicides on Hrean and;-
Largenouth £ass#f! by Joseph E. King, U. S. Pish and'Wildlife
Service and V/illian T. Pcnfound, Tulane University.
Abstract "of nanuscript v/hich has been accepted for pub
lication in"Ecology. ' • • ' " . ■ •" * •. •;
"Tests y/ere nade vdth tv;o new fornagenic herbicides, 2,4-D
(2,4-Dichlorophenoxy acetic acid) and SLI-23 (a product" of :
Southwestern Louisiana Institute), to determine their effect
on fingerling brean (liep'onis.nacrochirus 'Ba-finegque) and large-
mouth bass (Huro salmoides Lacepede)* The fish were subjected
to the following conditions: :tapwator "control, 1 ppnw of herbi
cide, 100 ppm* of herbicide, under hyacinth plants as a control,
and -under hyacinth plants -sprayed with 1,000- ppm.' of herbicide.
"Solutions of 1 ppm, of 2,4-D had no dffeet, whereas 100
ppn. produced a low "but significant mortality.: The SLI-23 at
concentrations of 100 ppm» produced total mortality within a
few hours;; 1 ppi» had a verb's]ight toxic effect.
"Fish under:'r£yaeinth plants sprayed with'-1,000 p^m.
or SLI-23 experienced no ill effects until the plant's began to
die and the subsequent oxidation lowered the dissolved oxygen
content of the water beyond the toleration limits of the fish*
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;.....'.. nThe results indicate that, whereas the introduction of
these chenicals into the immediate environment of the fish nay
have harmful effects, spray applications to surface vegetation
;.,:•:,.. at the rates reccnnended by the manufactured Wili not "be di-
. , . • rectly toxic to fish life. When the., sprayed plants die, how-
,.. "* ever, any fish trapped In the immediate yicinity and "unable to
escape t.o cpen water will pr-obably die of asphyxiation*11
These.' reports indicate that, in general,, .concentrations of less
than 100 .ppnu, of the herbicide have no effect on* fish..; : Concentrations
above this, amount■ q.re definitely toxic.
1^. has been found that the optimum dosage for killing the water
hyaplnth is a 1,000 ppm»# solution applied at the rate of 200 to 300
gallons per acre* Even' if 100 percent of the herbicide reached the
water the resulting concentration vrould be less than 1 ppm. if the
water exceeded a few inches in depth. There is little likelihood,
therefore, that a Concentration. of 100 ppm. would ever be reached in a,
treated waterway* " ''' '"'' ' ' • • ..
; • There is the possibility, however, that when large masses of the
sprayed plants decompose, the accompanying oxidation'and release of
CO and H S may result in a fish kill. • The .tests* previously described,
made on tEe Spillway x>pnds, have shown that in the sprayed pond in which
there./was -soqe open..waiter and fish, there has been a reductiorigin oxygen
content arid arLincrease' in CO^ and ELS, but as jret. no dead fisti harTe
been observed** " • " , ' .» .-..'.'. *'* '
■* *' * • •. *
Much work remains to be done on this phase of the. problem. It is
desirable also that we know the effects of the herbicides oil siguatic
insects and plankton, both of which are very important in the* food chain
of fishes. . '•;".' ... .. .
H. Evaluation of Damage to Freshwater fisheries by:.\tlfe' ^afeir E^acinth.
1. Commercial ffreshtfater Fisheries: :. '" . .' ':
Sources of Tnfdrniationr . ' " .. ;
r .?th piespial Report, la. Dept. of Conservation, 1924-1926.
t :p .'Fisheries Industries of the. U. S., 1932, U. S.. Bureau of
! V ^Fi>Keii^ ' ' •
'(Latest Federal survey of freshvrater fisheries'.)
..- The. values and numbers obtained fron the above Vources of
information have been adjusted for prevailing costs and in
creases in the number of plants and are show£' on .page 27 of
this report. . . ¥-' •
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."• /';,.:'-•.":... .:"... Prodtiction .' •. ' -' ■ . « ;
1931 ~ 19,213,368 Its. (Fisheries- Industries of the U.S., 1932.
Last Federal survey).* • " . ;. '.'•■: -
Or approximately 20,000,000 lbs.
:- :: .: • • : x .: • .3.4 Ber IT). .?. (River. Basin Studies Value)
$2,800,000 probable, price to the,fishermen
2,800,000 profit by wholesalers and retailers
■ ■•' ' •••• :■•'• $5»6001.000: total annual income and commercial
-• :• • •••• ■ • . -. . fisheries
Number of Individuals Receiving Income
and Louisiana Commercial Freshwater Fisheries
Figures for year-1931> last year of Federal'survey- (Fisheries
Industries of the U. S., 1932).
. •• Fishermen; on. boats and- shore: Regular ]
Casual 3.108
Total 4,510
Probably- 5>Ot3O fishermen presently involved.
Total' number-, of people supported by Louisiana freshwater fisheries
in 1925 were 26,965. ' (7th Biennial Report, La. Eept. of "Conservation,
192^26).. ■• .; ' •/ - .• ' . • . ~- ..
2* Freshwater Same. Fish Production, and Value.•
.,-••• . 2,000,000. acres of-freshwater (Until a better, figure is proposed.)
:■ :• x 10- lbs, per acre per. year (Until'a; better figure is proposed.)
20,00.0,000:. lbs»- per year. ' . , ; .." ■ • . .';"..
.Of. which approximately' 12,000,000 lbs.-are pan fish
• ■ ' .. .... ... ...... . . . . 0,75 per lb/ (River Basin Studies)
. . ■ ., - ••• • . / . . . :.$9f000,000 annual crop value
And 8,0p.p-,b00-. ]bs... are: Ji. M. and Kyv Bass
' $'2.00 per 1b. (River Basin Studies)
. ,$l6,0O0*000 aianual. crop value.
'-., ... Total, value .of. axinual crop.: $. 9.000,000 ".pan .fish
.'•.-■• • •'•• •'■.•••. ' ..••". •< . .16^000,000 basg .'
$25,000,000
3* ComMned Value of Commercial .and Game Fisheries.
$25,000,000 game fish • . • . t . - . .
5,600,000 commercial 30,600,000 ~ $15>30 per acre per year
$30,600,000 Total 2,000,000 acres' '
**• Annual Fisheries Loss .Resulting From Water Hyacinth and
-Alligatorweed. - ? \
. . • 500,000 acres infested in Louisiana (Estimation)
$15*30 fisheries crop value per acre per year
$7»65O,0O0 Annual loss
• ■ - • jv . .. • conclusions , " .;. ... .
''A* Effects of the Water'Hyacinth on Fish-and Fish .Hat)it ats,
1. In all analyses of water under hyacinth plants we have'found
an oxygen content, much- le.ss-.than what,. 1$. considered .necessary
to support fish life*
To supply its respiratory requirements the v/ater hyacinth
actually removes- oxygen from the., water.. . $ther floating plants
found to have a similar effect are Lemna minor, Spirodela
-polyrhiza, Pistia stratiotes., ..and Azolla c.aroliniana.
The hyacinth also interferes with tho normal interchange of
gases "between the v/ater surface and the atmosphere, thus
preventing;.the'release of CO and H S apL& the. taking on of
oxygen* The floating plants listed above have this same
effect, as do 'also certain-rooted plantsr such as the water
'lilies (H^mphaea sp., Huphar • sy *•) > lotus (iTelumTjo lutea),
water-shield (Brasenia schreberi) and.alligator grass(Alternanthera philoxeroides).
2* The water hyacinth-produces an-. ;\mfa<vora'ble environment for
• fish food'. '-The Iov;...pxygen content prevailing under hyacinth
plants together 'with"the- shading effect of the plants, produce
conditions which are unsuitable for the existence of most
forms, of^'plankton'-and'aquatic insect life?t '
3. The v/ater hyacinth smothers 'out .the'- spawning grounds of many
game fishes* Dense marginal growths together with drifting
• raifts of; th^'plants destroy :the-: favprit.e- spawning areas of
the' largeiabutla;..»]3tiss and probably other species as well.
6k
h* In view of the above,' we do-not-believe that game fish can
persist for long in a "body of water which iDccomes completely
covered with hyacinths. Fish may survive while there are
patches of open water, "but not for long thereafter. In proof
of-this-there-are. such examples,as Old River (Jafferfs Lake)
which had excellent fi.s.hing until; the coding bf the hyacinths.
After the lake" had teen covered for some time, it was drained
and nothing was found except coarse fish. Fishing has always
dropped off in waters invaded by the hyacinth.
5* The encroachment of water"hyacinths on open water upsets the
preda.tory~prey relationship, frame fish are concentrated in
small areas where they are easy prey to garfish and bowfia»
These undesirable..fish, are .the..last to "be eliminated in plant
infested waters. ' ' -.•'••
6. The presence of the water hyacinth speeds up lake succession*
The great amount of detritus from these rank plants tends to
"build up the lake'"bottom "until such rooted plants as cat-tail
and willow may become established. As a result of this, many
• -\ of our shallow lakes have in a period of a few years become
senescent and are now beyond recovery*
• 7*, .Commercial, fishing, operations 'are greatly hindered andr usually
..terminated when waterways 'become! infested -with' the hyacinths.
,. .Seine9. gill net/ trammel net, 'hoop net,' sriag'line, and tr.ot
.. line fishing become 'impossible.. *. * i \ •. ' ' : •' : •■. •
B. Effects of Hyacinth Control Methods on Fish Life.
1. The chemical method is still in an experimental stage, but at
this time it does not appear that the chemicals currently
being proposed will have any direct effect on fish at the
concentrations recommended for application. In certain types
of water there may be an indirect effect resulting from the
release of toxic decomposition products and the lowering of
oxygen tensions.
2. The mechanical method of control has not resulted in loss of
fish life in the types of water in which it has been applied.
There is the possibility, however, that under certain conditions,
the decay of plant fragments may have the same effect as the
decomposition of sprayed plants. ,
3* It is our opinion that the primary problem is to eradicate the
water hyacinth. Any fish mortalities resulting from control
methods are of secondary importance. Fish life will be elim
inated in time in any event in hyacinth infested waters. Where
control methods have been employed, recovery of the waterway
has been sufficiently rapid so that restocking could be under
taken, if needed, in the matter of a few months.
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INTRODUCTION
These studies were performed in association with Mr. Thomas C.
Erwin, Assistant Chemist, of the Everglades Experiment Station of the
University of Florida, Belle :Glade,Florida. Material assistance was
given the studies by'the Vice-Director-: of -that station, Dr. .E* V. Allison,
through the assigning, of • Miv'Ervdn1 s..time arid .through' other1 means at his
disposal*. . .- .■"*.'. / . ...:•"• - • ""• • ', '. :
•«'•'■ ' . ■ ■ ■ •■'.' ■ '■
Most, of, the' work performed w&s carried out in the.'Everglades section
of 'south: Florida, : in .the .general' vicinity 'of :"Iiake. Okeeshobee. .While some
study was .made :.6f £ake Trafford aind of several" rivers- in 'south Florida,
• most of the .work'Was performed-' bn_ the ;varioui3 drainage-canals of. the
Everglades.Drainage-;DiStrict^ tMt r\m frori Lake Qkeechobee- 'to the At-
^lantic'and to the-&ulf Coasts•- These cabals'- for'.the inos't" part had "been
• constructed over '20 years,■••or. bef ere water hyacinth-had'appreciably
entered this sectioh/of Florida* "" ... ■ -.- • • .• •
These studies were .part, of -an Qyei*all "appraisal of-.'the water-hyacinth
situation in the- Ifnrted .States'tiy the XJ,:S.Army Engineers1 Corps, with
, a' view to a, .more:*, complete control over the plant, if not its ezterminar-
.. tionv It had come'.to Tne seriously undesirable in Louisiana andi'lorida
and was approaching- this..condition .in"..several' other states.-1 With the
development .of-the". herVipide 2i^-D and' the evidence .of it.s effectiveness
. against-water-hyacinth; the question had arise'n as to .the. possible harm
...that-might, be done, to fish .populations,. if\ the water-J^acixLth infested
waters wetd trea;ted. i'n a wholesale' way. to- remove the vegetation under
consideration*: -.Asi.Mr. lamar Johnson, Engineer"in Charge of the drainage
canals: of the ..Everglades District,- was beginning a program of- 2,^-D •
t^eatmerit of. the- canal "vraters, which were, almost 100 percent' covered
with .tKe plant, .these" canals v/ere.'.given particular attention because
. this treatment .was under way during the period of the Florida studies*-
' The larger canals were sprayed with 2,iHD ^7 plane, The smaller...feeder
canals were sprayed by hand, from the Wnk. ' ; • ' ',-''. -:
. -The history of: the Eyergla.de Caftalsf. and to s'oiie. extents that of - •
other Everglades fresh waters, show that there*have'J5een severe mor
talities among the-fish populations from time to'time. These had taken
place before, the .water hyacinth had become prevalentt so it is apparent
that .-when fish ane-_f£>und dying in the areaa the. cause need not neces
sarily be attributed directly to 'the1 killing of water hyacinth with the
herbicide. In case such a mortality developed while'fterbicide^ "treatment'
was under way it became important.1 to'learn., just" what .appeared "to be the •:
common caus^, of the .death of'-Everglades fishv. "If tJie'same conditions,. ;..'.•
were found; to ^xist-,as were .known to "be .the. rusual cause .of death, there •'
would be no .logical reason for blaming'the .herbicide." -:....•• ": .4 .
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TO PROBLEM
""..When thq -wprkv-yas.. started early'in August, it was .plariiied'to
duplicate the .comical:aiifL other studie's of the-Louisiana urifi. With
this in mind a similar program of chemical analyses of- w$ter frcn water
hyacinth habitat was "begun, with emphasis on the dissolved oxygen pre
sent "be-fore, during and:after the .treatment., of the water hyacinth with
.2,4-IV "A number of fish live-boxes were- constructed to hold fish under
the. plants, at .various -stages; of treatments ' \Jf. soon appeared' desirable
to concentrate for the. most part on the particular Florida problem in
dicated in the preceding paragraph, namely the cause of death of
numbers of fish, in the Everglade waters at irregular intervals• The
tine available for the work wag so-limited that for the sake of ef
ficiency it was thought best not.- to. continue the taking of as frequent
determinations as was done in Louisiana.
Before this decision to concentrate on the local Florida problem
was. made, some 6o .individual dissolved oxygen1 determinations were taken,
jhese merely.helped to enfpha.size the fact already"-cTear in Xoufsiana,
.that. .^Jiere a body of water is completely covered'with water -hyacinth,
the amount of oxygen dissolved; In the-.water Is held close to, or. belowf
that point considered;: the. minimum'amount s&tisfadtory to "the largemouth
' black: bass and :the desirable species .of-.'suiifidh. 'Actual figures ap~
.preached; the zero-mark* Since this, to start 'withers' -aVout; as' uzr-
" satisfactory as possible, it is obvious1 :that" the 'situation could not
be made worse- from the standpoint of the. fish population by tlie'; death
and disintegration of the water hyacinth* • Certain-heWsjpaper articles
had suggested that the .real-harm to the fi'sh: pqptxlatioii1'wouid'be caused
by the disintegration of the. water hyacinths at one timeY ratlifer than
by-2,4*-P itself. ••-.;.• .- ■ •• • • - \ ' ' ' '' 5>;
. As the first series of dissolved oxygen determinations were being
made it became apparent that ■■..more ••or less interference" v/as being had
from other substances in solution that were present in the Everglades
..muck soil* Ihis required.'the worising out' of 'special techniques for
water analysis- by Mr. Brwinand various "tests-to" determine 'just what
the.mpye important substanc^^ in solution actually were* • '!>
; Ihe. 'search culminated in- the -discovery of ..the" extent'to which
hydrogen.sulfide occurred in the .muck soil of the Everglades and the
high.concentration qf the.gas in Everglades1waters after'periods of
rain* The steps leading to" this discovery are''inconsequential, but
the discovery itself is. considered of considerable importance* "Florida
Everglades muck soil averages over eight feet In thickness and consists
of black organic material mostly of sour grass origin. It is composed
of 0.33 percent by wet weight of sulfur> Jvom this sulfur as source,
hydrogen sulfide is formed in the soil under at least two conditions.
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Anaerobic "bacteria, .working pn'.the'iaate.rial. is,-onee . The second.,is ;coi>-
sideredmore important of .the two a.nd...is strictly .meqhaniceuU - With
the drai'nage of the Everglades the top of the soil "becomes..dry. and.."be
cause of its high organic composition has frequently caught fire. 3for
the most part the combustion tends to."be incomplete•. That is, the
amount of bxygeri*available for the combustion is limited.And. inadequate
fqr' complete combustion* Yiien the sulfur burns, therefore♦ . sulfides
'are formed for the most part rather than sulfat.es..'" When the, alkaline •
sulfides are carried'by rain into contact with the slightly acid soil *.'
of the wet unburned muck, hydrogen sulfide is given off, enters into
solution, and Is carried by the water that flows through the. soil into
the#c4nals. a,nd.^6 a eorisi derable extent into. Ii^ke Okee.chobee.'. . Wave . ..
action cluring .windy periods tends to eliminate the., gas from:the lake
by an aerating action* , ' .... . . "......' .. . ",.-.. ... " •./
. Hydrogen sulfide is quite toyic to fish*. . .Siy. parts per .million
will kill carp" in a few hours• In one subsidiary .or .feeder- canal a .
concentration of over 40 parts per million was' noted after a rain; it
was .sufficient to kill black.bass, sunfish or catfish* Also hydrogen
sulfide creates an oxygen .'demands Where hydrogen-sTilfide .is present- to
any appreciable .extent there is insufficient, dissolved ozygen present
to sustain'the* fishes mentioned, granting -the,fish could tolerate- the
hydrogen sulfide concentration itself.. '...,.'• '.:..
There', ha^ve. .been many muck fires over, different sections, of the
Everglades, in past years. lest si of soil and water assoc.iat.Gd with .,-.. ■.
these burnedgreas showed.that hydrogen, sulfide.- was likely to be, pre
sent iii considerable amounts if the fires had taken place within three
to five years* Ihe !rspottinessn of the- burned- areas coincided with the
"spottiness11 of the areas or canals having high concentrations of the
gas... This meant, that wfelle some small .canals (as one. running. g,long
the rear inargiii. of the,. Station property), might .^.t a. given time show .
high, concentrations of. the. gas. in it'^ water.,/other.-water areas not so
far away might .not .show over two to .£our' parts per million of the gas..
The. canal bordering the .rear of. thp. station, property .showed on :. .
'September 30, shortly after a. heavy rain,"^0. p^rts.per million of • ... ,,,
hydrogen sulfide. :pn October,. L, with no'.further ,rain,.. 18 parts per... '
million ware indicated. On October 2, also without, irain,.. tlie amount'...'!.;'
was 15 parts. Ho test was'made October 3» but "on October h the* gas...
had. further dropped to two parts per million* There was a rain the'
night of October 7 .and on October 8 the water registered 29-^tparts
per' milli onv' .. '. ". . . . ' ' .......•.,...,'. •
.. '& test wag, mad.e October 9 in .tha .rini. canal that ejacircl.es' Okeechp-
bee 'T£ke.tJ: This water showed 7*2 parts* per: million, of.hydrogen sulfide.. .
to be present. It is more than probable that the reason the bulk of "the
fish population of Lake ©keechobee prefer to remain well away from the
shore, and toward the center of the lake* is due to the hydrogen sul
fide in solution, that the rains keep sufficiently concentrated along
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the shore line to drive'the" fish out into the lake. This^'in. turn inter*
feres with the reproductive and other activities of the fish and pro-
babJLy accounts for the production of both-game and commercial fish in •;.
the lake "being extremely low* as compared with such waters as .the.
TVA .reservoirs. "••" ' . ••••"■ . ■ •
The presence- of water hyacinth -on waters having hydrogen.sulfide \
slows up rthe. process of aerating the undesirable-gas out of the wator;
and of/building up the desired presence of- dissolved oxygen in the.-water.
Apparently-hydrogen sulfide has/, no . harmful effect upon the growth-;of •-.-• •
water hyacinth itself. . ; ., •• . • • ; • . " . '"..-. .-••>. . •
Some of the lower fishes such as the gar, also turtles, salamanders,
snakes and alligators, ar$ able to live- in1 water infested with watep' • ' ..
hyacinth and-having considerable hydrogen; sulfide in solution, through-.-.- •
the ability of these animals to take in fresh'air at the water surface .
or outside-.the. water altogether* . At no ^ime- were 'any of the animals ;
named found dead unless they had been caught•in traps under water and- ..
were >unable to reach the fresh ,air* , ., ' "... • r. •
While the animals -referred to may be considered the only permanent
residents of the canals at this time, bassi sunfish and catfish con- *
tinually enter the canals during, short periods of satisfactory .water ■ •
conditions* They enter from lake Okeechobeq. and were found to reproduce
when time permitted'.- Not'■ only. were..adult f.ish.foiind dead after.un
favorable..c.ondions Had:set in, but young sunfish'and catfish by the.
thousands were also found' haviiig. survived -fo*:a period "in ijsolatedl
ditches ass-ociated" with the canals,, only tip..be. killed when conditions- :
became .intolerable1.* ■ -•Hfeinalris of ln&tperable young fish v/ere found* . "••
'*■••■'-' . * • • •
.., ' .'• : ■•■••■ WATER HYACINTH IN LAKES :r["W",.. • ■
Prom, a study o*f liake Trafford in south Florida it vras recognised
that where a mat of water hyacinth has developed to a considerable ex- •
tent, but lacks the growth sufficient to-permit the 1Ismothering out" • . •.
effect apparent on ste^ill bodies of.watery considerable damage may yet ■
be done by what might' be caildd.a "Juggernaut action*" That" is, damage *
is done by direct physical action.by the-g]?eat floating mat of jbyacinths*
Spavming beds are scoured'; desirable aquatic vegetation uprooted; .
spawning fish driven from .their nests, lake Trafford, through such
action by the water'-hyacinth mat on that lake, had b'een ruined as bass
water. '....•-•:..
Thv-s--while for the early stage of infestation of a body of water
with water hyacinth," as happened in lake Trafford, there may agspear .
little.harm and possibly limited benefits through the shelter it. gives
both fish and fish food, sooner or later the fish population is
an irreparable blow when the" infestation passes a given point.1
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The elimination of water hyacinth is a vital step in the preserva
tion and recovery of good fishing in southern waters,, Water hyacinth
destroys fishing by reducing the oxygen content of water, by closing
a body of water to "the operation of boats and by the Juggernaut action
of rafts of the plants. In the Everglades, however, there exists the
added problem of building up fishing in spite of the presence of hy
drogen sulfide. Through aeration devices this might be made possible.
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